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M i S S COLUMBUS,

MISSISSIPPI

Senior Yells
Hero! Hero! Hero! Hu!
Ivliro! Kliro! Kliro! Ku!
Twenty-two seniors all in blue!
We wear the white collar!
Yes, we do.
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Ri! Ri! Ri!
Seniors! Seniors!
I. I. & C.
, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
Hulla! Hull a! Hulla-baloo!
You wish you were a Senior!
Yes, you do!
We're at work,
Never shirk,
Lessons coming thick.
Wa hoo! that's true!
Nineteen-six.
Ratta-ta-thrat! Ta-thrat! ta-thrat
Terra-ta-lix! terra-ta-lix!
Veckium vah! Veckium Vah!
Seniors, Seniors, 1906.

J. C. FANT MEMORIAL ' '3RARY
Mississippi State College

-

Women

COLUMBUS, MISSISSIPPI

Senior

(Tune:

(Ulnae §>mtg

"Shoo Skeeter Shoo.")

We have traveled on together now for several years;
We have smiled and sighed, and maybe shed some bitter tears;
But we have never faltered, whatever came along:
We've been loyal to our College—So listen to our song.
Chorus:

Now we all are Seniors
Happy, brave and true;
Laughing, jolly Seniors,
While we wear the navy blue.
Soon we all must leave you
But our hearts shall be
Loyal to your Love forever,
I. I. and C.

We are sure no other class has ever worked so hard,
And no other has deserved a much more great reward.
But, since we must tarry to see what time will bring,
While we patiently are waiting, we'll gaily laugh and sing.
Then farewell, we must be going, we must say Goodbye
We must leave you, tho' the parting words will cause a sigh.
Where'er our feet may lead us, abroad on land or sea,
We 11 faithful be forever, to our dear I. I. and C.
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Senior Class Poem
Tis thus we reach at last the closing- act
Which marks the ending of our college life,
The curtain soon will fall, and shut us out'
From these loved scenes.
What multitudes of memories throng around
And bring to mind the rugged steeps and paths
O'er which we've struggled! and what hosts of thought
Come rushing in! They point us to the time
When we once stood below
And fixed our rapt gazes far ahead
We longed for Mercury's winged feet with which
To travel swiftly o'er the distance. Then
Our minds were mighty lenses which could read
The future, much enlarged, and broad and vast —
Ourselves the central figures in the field.
That future has become the present, now;
No longer dim to-morrow, but to-day.
It's gates have slowly oped to let us in,
And now we linger o'er its winding walks.
What matter if at times the hours have dragged
When to our eyes the end seemed far away!
What matter if our steps have lagged, perchance,
When we despaired to reach the beckoning goal.
Sweet Flowers of hope have bloomed along the way;
Love and good cheer have true attendants been.
Bright friendships with the beauties of their ties
Have filled the days with blessedness and peace.
Divine Creator! Let the coming years
Be lighted ever by the star of hope
Encircled by a sky of gleaming love,
And blessed with friendship's ever-restful shade.

Columbus, Mississippi

EMMA ARMOUR, B . S
' The ocean hath its pearls,
The heaven hath its stars,
But, Oh: My heart, my heart
My heart hath its love. "

A girl with a pretty face, a sweet voice, and a winning way. Em
ma is very popular, especially with her town friends. This will explain
the fact that the anatomy class never lacked specimens for dissection.
Emma, too, is an artist, and her drawings are the nine days wonder
in the Physics class. A merry, lively soul, all bubbling o'er with fun and
frolic and intensely loyal to her work in sciences. It is not known
positively that she will study medicine, but she may become a special
ist in affairs of the heart.
Certificate in Phonography; Peyton.

ANNIE ALBERTA CAULFEILD, A. B

Gloster, Mississippi

"Thy heart's a diamond, pure and clear, with
radiance overflowing,
Oh, three times happy is the man who sets that
heart aglowing.'
Tiny goes sailing through the hall winning all hearts with her
obliging ways and her little airs and graces. She stoutly affirms that
she is going to teach next year, but judging from the many pictures of
L"
that we have seen in her room, we are inclined to think that
this young man will have something to say as to what she will do
Her intellectual ability is marvelous, and it has always been a wonder
"how one small head could carry all she knew." Her loyalty to her
friends, the Sophomores, is admired by all.
Class Prophet; Secretary of the Self-Government Association
Anmversanan of the Peyton Society; Certificate in Phonography. '
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Kosciusko, Mississippi

LENA ELLINGTON, A. B

Nor were her words to me without meaning."
One of Lena's chief characteristics is her love for the study of
humanity." However, this has in no way hindered her from keep
ing up her reputation of being one of the most intelligent and one of
the best students in the Class. Somehow, she has never realized that
she was doing good work, and has greatly amused her friends by her
fears of not having passed on examinations. From this you must not
infer that she is pessimistic, for a more cheerful, sympathetic, helpful
girl is not in school. She is especially fond of delighting her class-mates
by her call: "Girls, here is some hot chocolate I've made for you."
Certificate in Art; President of Self-Government Association;
Callaway-Orr Anniversarian.

Ridgeland, Mississippi

M I N N I E CLARA F L E M I N G , A . B

"She is not the fairest, altho' she is fair;
But kindness, sweet kindness, shines in her sparkling eye."
Minnie always sees the good qualities in everything and is one of
the most unselfish girls in the Class. She has experienced all the joys and
hardships of college life, for she has patiently climbed from the I. B. C.
Class. Although Minnie doesn't burn the ' midnight oil," she is a very
conscientious worker and is quite a favorite of some of the teachers.
She is almost free from faults, but she possesses a very characteristic
one when her room-mate comes from a walk with a certain little Sopho
more.
Corresponding Secretary of Peyton Society; Certificate in Normal
Drawing.
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SIDNEY GAY, A. B

Starksville, Mississippi

" I would be friends with you and have your love."
Sid is an ambitious, interesting, and affectionate girl with a name
very characteristic of her; for she is truly the "Gay" Senior. Her
peculiar love for "Power" is only equaled by that for Marion and
Beadie. Her boon companions are the two Marys. She expects to
occupy a high place in the stenographic world. So broad is her inter
est that she takes part in all the college organizations, and so important
is her advice that she becomes leader of them.
Vice-President Y. W. C. A.; Vice-President Peyton Society;
Certificate in Stenography.

Winona, Mississippi

MARY HARVEY, A. B
,l

A tender heart; a will inflexible."

A girl who is loved by all, and whose good influence is felt through
out the college. Her charming ways have led many of the lower class
men to think her more divine than earthly. Her greatest delight is day
dreaming. She is full of fun and is only equaled in telling jokes by
the other Mary. Mary's chief avocation is singing, and her prospects
show every indication of a future which will rival Nordica.
Normal Diploma; Certificate in Normal Drawing- Treasurer of
\~KT
r*
A .
A _ • i
, T-»
.
'
Y. W. C. A.; Assistant Business Manager of Spectator; Peyton.
&
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GERTRUDE HINTON, A. B .
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ML Pleasant, Mississippi

So comely and sweet, so fully complete;
She steals OUT affections away."
sJ";r

y -Tith.
TrUdie Spends ever^ Sunday afternoon
studying humanity, or else planning to teach in Indian Territory
is hard to tell which she enjoys most—hunting "ads" for the Spec
tator, running a race with Lula to see which can sleep later in the morn
ing or eating sandwiches at the "eleventh hour." Receives numerour letters from , and, "mirable dictu," many boxes of candy,
also. Very skilful m Mathematics.

PeytonSmeSS

Manager

NELLIE SUTTON KEIRN
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Lexington, Mississippi

Its not heT aiy, hev foym, hev face,
Tis the mind that shines in eveyy gyace."
The cool, indifferent Nellie of former years has in her Senior year,
een transformed into an enthusiastic maiden, who is especially devoted
to singing class songs and giving class yells. She often startles class
mates and teachers with the possibilities of her broad mind. She
excels all others in her wonderful power of winning the favor of the mem
bers of the faculty.
Class President; President of the Callaway-Orr Society; Specta
tor Staff; Certificate in Domestic Science; Normal Diploma.

I?

Tupelo, Mississippi

EMMA MAY LANEY, A. B
" Better not be at all than not be noble."

this noble girl has many virtues to her credit, a great intellectual
ability, and a high standard of moral and christian conduct. She is
a thorough student and an earnest worker in the christian Association.
She is very fond of taking walks with Bobby; and very much opposed
to keeping late hours, so retires early in order to preserve her health and
youthful appearance. She is a girl greatly to be admired and be
cause of her earnest purposes and high ideals, we predict for her a
useful and successful life.
Certificate in Phonography; Normal Diploma; President Y. W.
C. A.; Callaway-Orr.

HATTIE HEIDELBERG MCKINSTRY, B. S

Hattiesburg, Mississippi

"Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and
some have greatness thrust upon them."
How very strange that not until she donned the white
collar did Hattie realize that it was her lot to become famous. She
refuses to share with any one the secret of her art of winning friends.
A girl of much intellectual power, a good mathematician, one who
deliberates over all questions. She can never be led to acknowledge
herself in the wrong, even when she is convinced of her errors. She
assumes an attitude of exceeding great indifference to members of the
sterner sex, and expresses a firm determination to pursue her career
as a "Bachelor Girl."
Certificate in Bookkeeping; Callaway-Orr.
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ALLIE MCNEILL, A. B

Newton, Mississippi

" Thou art so exquisitely wild,
I think of thee with many fears
For what may be thy lot in future years."
A girl whom we never see studying but who always comes up to
the expectations of the teachers. Pronouncing French is her vocation.
She is what might be called a happy-go-lucky girl, for nothing ever
worries her, not even getting off a Spectator when the material comes
uplacking on the last day. However, we are compelled to admit that if
anything ruffles her it is being ready for breakfast. Her most striking
characteristic is indifference. She loves few but those few most earnestly.
Normal Diploma; Editor-in-Chief of Spectator; Callaway-Orr.

Kosciusko, Mississippi

FANNIE NEWELL, A. B

"7/ you kiss her feet a thousand years
She still would take the praise and care no more. "
Though Les Causeurs have always laughingly assigned to her the
characteristic "La Vanite, La Vanite, toute est La Vanite," this quota
tion shows "Bobby" in her true light. Always laughing, cheerful and
bright, she creates around her an atmosphere of sunshine—unless you
strike her on the one forbidden subject—and contributes greatly to the
happiness of all those with whom she comes in contact. Though never
neglectful of her lessons, she is always ready for fun, and delights
especially in going on chases for milk and anything else eatable or
drinkable. The teachers say she lacks dignity, but Fannie Fletcher
is all right.
Callaway-Orr President; Spectator Staff; Certificate in Phonog
raphy.
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Columbus, Mississipp

PAULINE MOHR OWEN, A. B
" She's beautiful and therefore to be wooed;
She's a woman, and therefore to be won."

Pauline, one of our town girls, is very popular among both the
college girls and the young people of the city. Her power of fascination
has been exerted over more than one aspiring youth. Pauline's great
est trial is keeping up with her sister, Susie, to whom she is very much
devoted. Her love for German leads her class-mates to believe that they
will one day hear of her as a noted mistress of that language; and her
"painstaking care" of the laboratory apparatus has much endeared
her to the Mistress of Chemistry.
Normal Diploma.

S U S I E G O R O N W Y O W E N , A. B

Columbus, Mississippi

Come one, come all; this rock shall fly from its
firm base as soon as I.
Although Susie gives up when she finds herself in error, yet it is
a matter of much arguing to convince her that her opinion is not correct.
Like Pauline, she, too, is very popular. For a long time it was a
wonder to her class-mates why Susie dressed so neatly, but one morn
ing the riddle was solved by her friends discovering who accompanied
her to school every day. Her diligence and "punctuality" convince
us that she at some time will be at the head of an institution, where
her example will be worthy of imitation.
Normal Diploma.
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ALMA PHILLIPS, A. B

Tonic, Mississippi

There s in yon all that we believe of H eaven
Amazing brightness, purity, and truth,
Eternal joy, and everlasting love."
A more loyal girl can not be found. Alma is one of the corner
stones of the class, for she has traveled all the way from I. B. C. She is
quite a Naturalist, and believes that when all nature is asleep, she should
sleep also. Her favorite study is Latin, which has been her chosen
elective since her first year in college. A girl of deep and accurate
thought. One who has hosts of friends. It has been whispered that
she is studying German for a purpose.
Certificates in Dressmaking and Photography; Normal diploma;
Spectator Staff; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Callaway-Orr.

H A L L R A I N W A T E R , A. B

Sardis, Mississippi.

"Self trust is the essense of heroism."
Hall is our Class heroine. She is not even afraid to go to the window
at the midnight hour and call out, "Who's there?" when a noise is
heard on the front steps. The way she manages to charm all the boys
who come to visit the College is a secret which she refuses to share with
her class-mates. Her fondness for talking about "what's going on
in Sardis," has shown the girls that there is one Senior who thinks
"home is best." It is predicted by the members of her Class that she
will be a famous mistress of Mathematics some day.
Secretary and Treasurer of Class; Spectator Staff; Normal Diplo
ma; Callaway-Orr.
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MARY ROBERTSON, B. S

Dearbrook, Mississippi

" To those who know thee not, no words can paint;
To those who know thee, know all words are faint."
Though no one knows how to enumerate Mary's many charms,
everybody in the college knows her from her adoring I. B. C. friends
up to her wise class-mates. In her Freshman year, she was dubbed
" Piso, " a name which clings to her still. She possesses, to a remarkable
degree, the talent of entertaining crowds. Wherever she is, she towers
above all in tallness and talk. She is the only painter in the Class.
She is yet undecided whether she will become an artist, a doctor or
a rector's wife. To her the first two seem more possible, though the last
more preferable.
Certificate in Art; President of " Les Causeurs;" Art Editor;
Peyton.

Okolona, Mississippi

LEILA MAY SHELL, A. B
"Although I am not splentitive and rash,
Yet there's something in me dangerous."

Although Leila May is very small and appears to be gentle and
meek, yet she is not afraid to express her opinion on any subject;
and, when once aroused, shows the fiery element in her nature. The
great number of her nicknames is only one evidence of her popularity
"Shelley's" devotion to " Der Deutsche Verein" girls is very marked;
and she thinks there is no language like the " Deutsche. " Her friends
recognize her wit, which has cured more than one case of "blues. "
Secretary and Treasurer of Der Deutsche Verein; Certificate in
Dressmaking; Callaway-Orr.
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KATE SMALLWOOD , A. B

New Albany, Mississippi

liTo

see her is to love her,
And love but her forever;
For nature made her as she is,
And ne'er made such another."

It has not been necessary for Kate to rest upon "laurels of former
years," as most of us have done, for even through the trials of Senior
year, she has maintained her record for brilliancy of intellect. Al
though the busiest of girls, she is never too busy to help any one. A
lover of music, science and nature. Always kind and thoughtful, and
a devoted friend. Her greatest trial this year was giving up Elizabeth for
a place in "Narwe Cotage."
Second Term President of Peyton Society; President of " Der
Deutsche Verein;" Editor-in-Chief of MEH LADY; Y. W. C. A. Cabi
net; Certificates in Musical History and Theory; and Phonography.

Hattiesburg, Mississippi

SUSIE SMYLIE, A. B
(i

A heart to conceive, the understanding to direct,
and the hands to execute."

Susie's ingenuity is not excelled by that of any other member of
her Class. She never fails in her undertaking to make others do as she
requests even if she has to put them under lock and key. Her dignity
and commanding manner calls forth the admiration and, at times, the
fear of her fellow students. A faithful worker; always ready to help
in any thing, especially if it is for the "benefit of the Annual." In
intellectuality she can cope with any member of her Class.
Business Manager M E H L A D Y ; Y . W . C. A . Cabinet; Certificates
in Dressmaking and Domestic Science; Normal Diploma; Peyton.
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Meadville, Mississippi

OLIVE SULLIVAN, B. S

" So mild, so merciful, so strong, so good,
So patient, peaceful, loyal, loving, pure."
One so small would hardly be expected to possess so many virtues,
but Olive has all these and many more. The Fates have said that her
greatest desire is to be intellectual, and we leave this, for her intellect
has already stamped her as a genius. Olive is our poet and musician.
She is always ready to lend her helping hand to those who need assist
ance and is an earnest worker in all the organizations of the college. She
is a favorite of all the teachers. She is proud of the fact that she is one of
the few B. S. girls and delights in biological research.
Certificate in Musical History and Theory; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet;
Annual Staff; Class Poet; Callaway-Orr Critic.

L U L A T U N I S O N , A. B

Lumberton, Mississippi

" How true
To life thou art, and in thy truth, how dear."
Lula generally takes life seriously; therefore she has received
the nickname, "Grundy." At times, however, she is given to surpris
ing us with a burst of wit or merriment. A very affectionate girl.
Does not approve of her room-mate's indifference. She is very much
interested in Latin, and in Philological research. It is secretly be
lieved by the members of the Class that her boldness in approaching
teachers secured her promotion from A. Normal to Freshman. Since
that time this characteristic daring has never failed her. We had
hoped great things of her ideas on Woman's Rights, until she made
a certain visit to Georgia. Since then, we have feared that she is
troubled with a heart.
Literary Editor M E H L A D Y ;

Normal Diploma;
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Jackson, Mississippi

BETTIE WHITE, A. B

" Hung over her enamored, and beheld
Beauty, which, whether waking or asleep,
forth peculiar graces."
Among the teachers, she is almost as popular as her room-mate
Nellie, with whom she is constantly at warfare, to the annoyance and
humiliation of Bobby. The spell of her beauty has been cast over more
than one, and she adds daily to her host of admirers. 'Tis a nine days
wonder how Bing manages to sleep the time away and at the end of the
term, to show a good report.
First Term President of the Peyton Society; Captain of Senior
Basket-ball Team; Vice-President of Class; Certificates in Domestic
Science and Phonography; Normal Diploma.
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The Girls of '06 Leave the Dormitory

(§

NE morning when the Senior Class of 06 was assembled at the breakfast
table, one of its members suggested that their Class ask the President
of the College to allow them to occupy the private home which he had
secured for the use of the students whom the dormitories could not accommodate.
This suggestion met with hearty applause, hence at a Class meeting, held imme
diately after breakfast, twelve Seniors readily promised their Class President
that they would be willing to move to the new home. So the Class President
consulted with the College President in regard to the matter. The latter was
quite willing, in fact, anxious to have the Class of '06 live in a house to them
selves. He even went so far as to allow the members of this Class to have
self-government. The matron of the College likewise seemed pleased with the
plan, for by this means she would have a few more rooms in the dormitories
in which she could place new girls. Hence, since she then had "so many children
she did not know what to do," she regarded the Seniors as " a gentle riddance."
Therefore, upon her return from a consultation with the head of the College,
'06's President joyfully announced to her awaiting class-mates that they could
have a home all to themselves. But, alas, about that time the weather began
to grow cold and cloudy, the wind began to blow, and the rain to fall. Hence
the Seniors began to repent that they had agreed to leave their warm and com
fortable rooms and halls in the dormitory to go into an old dilapidated house
quite a block away. For, in truth, this house was not inviting in its appearance.
It was an old fashioned, two-story brick house, surrounded by such doleful
looking shrubbery as cedars, crepe-myrtle, and ivy. The fence had fallen down
111 places, and the gate was entirely gone. The main entrance to the house had
to be reached by climbing a long flight of shaking steps. Dust and cob-webs
were the most noticeable features seen on the porch, while on the inside of the
house, the walls were bare, blinds broken, and the floors quite dirty. Moret Tf6 ^ere no m°dern conveniences about the place, water having to be
' . +1 U!"e ^ronl a T ^rant
the front yard. So no wonder the Seniors thought
r.:>r 0 ^ e c°ld, winter days that they had promised to spend in this
,
house and no wonder that them spirits began to lag.
I

xc,. 1

e^e
A^10 in thm early morning had so gleefully consented to
ormi or\ , now felt that their little rooms there were the most enjoy a-
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ble ones to be found. Then, too, some of them had sisters whom they did not
like to leave. Others were afraid that they would be sick from exposure to
bad weather, while going to and from recitation. But, on the other hand,
there was the unusual privilege of self-government offered them. This meant
that they could cook when they pleased, sleep when they pleased, study when
they pleased, and do many other little things that dormitory life would for
bid. So, at last, the twelve who had originally agreed to go, packed their trunks
and went, not without tears and deep regrets, however.
During the afternoon, they got their new rooms in order, and that night
when these twelve Seniors assembled around a blazing fire, they were as con
tented, as joyful, and as happy as girls could be. But as they talked, a feeling
of their responsibility came over them. They realized that in thus estab
lishing a precedent in their College of self-government for higher classes, they
had assumed a heavy obligation. They knew that the future policy of their
College in respect to this matter, would be determined largely by their conduct
and deportment. Hence they determined that "come what may" thev would
conduct themselves so that the College authorities might never regret that they
had handed over to them, the Seniors, the responsibility of governing them
selves.
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Self-Government Association

LENA ELLINGTON .
SUSIE SMYLIE . . .
ANNIE CAULFIELD

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer

HE object of this Association shall be to enact and enforce laws in accordance with the power granted the Association by the President of the
College, to assume individual and Class responsibility in the conduct
of the members of said Association and by thus doing to develop self-control. "
This is the purpose of our Senior Self-Government Association as set forth in
its constitution. \\ hen the President of our College upon our moving from
the College dormitories to our own Senior Home, set us free from all College
rules and regulations, we realized the necessity of having some organization
wherein we might form rules of conduct for ourselves. Thus the Senior SelfGovernment Association was organized, officers dulv elected, and a constitu
tion drawn up. We feel that this is an important step for us to take—this
throwing off of College rules and assuming self-sontrol. Never before in the
history of our College has a Senior Class been allowed to do such a thing. So,
since we are the first to attempt this plan, our responsibilitv is doubly great,
for we have not only the good name and conduct of our own Class to uphold,
but the fortune of all coming Senior Classes. For we well know that the future
policy of our College in respect to self-government will be determined bv tha
success of our Association. Our Association is small in number, but cur mem
bers are earnest and faithful in discharging what we conceive to be the duties
and obligations resting upon us. Many times we have had hard problems
to solve in respect to our conduct, whether we should or should not do this or

1,11
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that. It would be easy for us to decide if we had only ourselves to consult,
but, while we are not under College rules, still we know that mam things are
expected of us by the members of our faculty and our student body. Fresh
men, Sophomores, and Juniors, must be convinced that Seniors are sufficiently
wise and discreet to conduct themselves properly, without being bound by set
rules and laws. Then, too, we must prove to our faculty that we can uphold
the high standards of our curriculum. These then are our difficulties: to live
so as to satisfy our own conceptions of right conduct, and at the same time
to fulfill the expectations of other people.
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Found in an I. I. and C. Catalogue.— 1 91 8-' 1 9

A

FTER several years of hard study which had terminated in a summer
course at the University of Chicago, I was indeed glad to accept the
invitation of Mary Selmer, an old friend of mine, to spend the remainder
of my vacation with her in Gulfport. I arrived there about the first of Sep
tember and found my friend busy making blue shirt waists and skirts for her
seventeen year old sister. Of course, as I had been an I. I. and C. girl, my first
thought was that this was Columbus uniform. This impression was verified
a few days later when Mary brought me an Industrial Institute and College
Catalogue in order that I might help her decide which course would be best
for her sister. It was the same gray-back book with 1918-19 taking the place
of the familiar dates.
On opening it, my eye fell first on the names of the faculty, and though
this was the first time I had heard of Fannie since her graduation, I was not
surprised to see among these names, "Fannie Newell, Mistress of Latin," for
I remembered that one of those '06 girls, every one of whom was so dear to me
because I had been Sophomore, though not Senior, with them, had written me
that Fannie, in her Senior year, elected this subject and decided to specialize
in it.
At once I turned to the Alumnfe Department to see what the rest of mv
old friends were doing. First I came to "Emma Armour, Prima Donna, Paris."
Then I remembered that I had seen in a paper the past winter that 'Made
moiselle Armour de l'Amerique was charming, with her voice, the most select
audiences of France, and that I had wondered if she were a relative of Emma's,
never dreaming that it could be my old class-mate herself.
At length I recovered from my surprise and glanced through the pages
till I found "Annie Caulfield, Mrs. Ross, New York." After a brilliant career
as a journalist in New York, Annie had married the rising novelist, Robert Rav
Ross, and they were now living in one of the suburbs of that city.
Closely following Annie's name came Lena Ellington's. The catalogue
simply said "Los Angeles, Cal.," but I knew that out a few miles from Los
Angeles, Lena, "without a man in the house," was managing a large estate of
her own. This had been the end of her school teaching in Indian Territory.
Then came "Minnie Fleming, Governess, Orange Grove, La." It was not
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hard to imagine careful, painstaking Minnie playing this role. Indeed I could
almost see her as she sat in her school-room teaching her pupils not only reading
and writing, but also sewing and cooking.
Sidney Gay's name was next on the list, and I did not have to look to know
that she was the A. and M. President s private secretary . I had been told that
when she graduated, she had received also an amanuensis certificate and had
specified that her highest ambition was to be a stenographer.
How natural it was for Gertrude Hinton's name to come immediately after
Sid's. Gertrude's life had certainly been what she had longed for when I knew
her at College. She had married and was making a bright, happy home for
Jack.
While still musing over Gertrude's fate, I was attracted by "Mary Harvey,
Nurse, Hospital, Baltimore, Md.'' How pretty Mary must look in her uniform!
and how much the other nurses and the patients must love this sweet-faced,
kind-hearted woman.
Passing through the I's and J's, I came to "Nellie Sutton Keirn, Mistress
of Psychology and Pedagogy, Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Va." I
had kept up with Nellie in her days of public school teaching, but had lost sight
of her when she went to Cornell to specialize. However I might have known
that her interest in curricula would have had some such end as this.
Next was Hattie McKinstry, and though she had been fond of mixing all
kinds of chemicals in her college days, it was with no little surprise that I read
that she was doing original work in the laboratory at Harvard. Who would
have dreamed that our physics class contained such a person ?
What a difference between Hattie's occupation and that of Allie McNeill!
Allie was, for a while, stenographer in a bank at Newton, but she was now
designated in the catalogue as "Mrs. E. B. Dean, Newton, Miss." Every one
had supposed that Allie would marrv earlv
The next name was that of Emma May Laney. Let me think, oh, ves,
Emma May continued the good work which she had begun as president of the
oung \\ omens Christian Association at college, and devoted herself to the
work of an association secretary. After becoming a national secretary, she
married and united her efforts with those of her husband in tins great work.
. ccordmg to the impression of her which I received in her Sophomore year,
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Owen would still be teaching!'
• of Chen,

"Alma Phillips, Lady Principal, Cox College, Atlanta, Ga.," was the next
thing I saw. How afraid those girls must be of dignified Miss Phillips and how
they must admire her wisdom!
Remembering Hall's fondness for civics, I was not very much surprised
to see, "Hall Rainwater, Attorney at Law, Portland, Oregon." I would surely
enjoy the sight of firm, straightforward Hall in the court room arguing with
distinguished lawyers.
Looking on through the R's, I came to Mary Robertson, and opposite this
name were the words, "Designer, New York." So Mary had followed her
artistic bent and become well known for the originality of her posters and sofa
pillars, as well as for the famous "Robertson Girl."
When I reached the S's, I found a number of familiar names. First was
Leila May Shell. It was not necessary for me to look for her address, because,
for the past few years, I had ordered my "Sunday gowns" from the St. Louis
firm over which she presided. I had even stopped by to see her on my way to
Gulfport and had found her the same old Leila May, only just a little more
interested in dress-making than when, in our freshman vear, we spent a period
each day together in the dress-making room.
"Kate Smallwood, Mrs. Harden, India," was the next thing I saw. I
remembered that while at the Medical College in Philadelphia, Kate had seen
quite often the man whom she liked so well at the Volunteer Convention in
Nashville, and that immediately after she received her M. D. diploma, they had
married and sailed for India. There Kate was resident physician in the College
for Young Women established by the Methodist Missionary Board.
I looked next for Susie Smylie and was surprised to see "Mrs. Aston, Bir
mingham, Ala." Mary, who was also a friend of Susie's told me that Susie
had married a very rich man, that soon after their marriage he had died, and
that now Susie spent her time visiting girls' colleges and her money endowing
colleges for girls and girls only.
Last of the S's was Sullivan, from whom every one had expected great
things. Nor had she disappointed these expectations, for after a successful
tour of America with an European orchestra, she was now in Germany working
with the masters.
After Olive came Lula Tunison, who after several years of settlement work
in this country, had married, and left with her husband for South Africa,
where she had established and was managing a Christian Association.
At the very end of the list I saw, "Betty White, Mrs. Rudolph-Smith,
Jackson, Miss." From one of her Gulfport cousins, I learned that Betty had
soon tired of society life, and had married and gone with her husband to his
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estate a few miles out from Jackson. There she was living a happy, contented,
lazy life.
I looked on through the X's, Y's, and Z's, but found no more '06 girls.
What strange things some of them were doing! And how varied were the spheres
in which they were working! What successes they had achieved! As these
thoughts rushed through my brain, I wished more than ever before that it had
been possible for me to count myself a member of the Class of '06.
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Juniors

Colors: Crimson and Grey

Flower: Crimson Carnation

1-9-0-7
1-9-0-7

Hurrah! Columbus!
1907!

Hoopla, Hoopla! Who can't guess?
We are the Juniors, nothing less!
Hullaballo! Hurrah! Hurrow!
To the Juniors make Your bow!
Senior, Sophomore, Freshman, Prep!
Juniors, Juniors!
Re, Rah, Rep!
Rip-Rah-Ray!
Rip-Rah-Ray!
Red and Gray!
Red and Gray!
Hurrah!
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Junior (Claaa §>ong

Air to " D e a r i e . '

The Juniors stand first you will say,
But still we grow wiser each day;
Also our heads by the end of the year
Will fit larger caps we greatly fear,
But you could expect nothing less.
And now you do have to confess
That in our Glass all the geniuses are.
And truly they arc not few and far.
Chorus:
Juniors, Yes Juniors,
That s what we are,
.4 nd soon we'll be
The le a d i ng class at the I.I. and (
Juniors, Yes Juniors!
We re firm and strong;
The task won't be long,
Since we're Juniors.
The Juniors, you say, are still young.
And only just now have begun
To know what is what, and
To tell things apart.
But
some don' t
you
Nov tfmho,
say
they
We 11 put this question to you.
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y
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do pass f
A ow what do you thin I? -
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Of course we'll ecu
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3lmttnrs
M A U D E A T W E L L , Batesville, Miss.

L O U I S A B O S C H E R T , Senatobia, Miss.

E L I Z A B E T H B O U T O N , Ashland, Miss.

G E O R G I A B E S T , Woodville, Miss.

S U E E L L A B E L F O R D , Lexington, Miss.

Elbur Crighton, Okolona, Miss.

Z E T T I E C U R R Y , Kosiusko, Miss.

A N N I E D A B N E Y , Hernando, Miss.
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M A R T H A E C K F O R D , Monteagle, Term.

EULIE EICHHOLTZ,

Columbus, Miss.

A N N A F U L L E R , Hattiesburg, Miss.

P E A R L G U Y T O N , Kosciusko. Miss

E T H E L H A L B E R T , Starkville, Miss.

M A R I O N H E A R D , West Point, Miss.

O U I S E H O L M E S , Hattiesburg, Miss.
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A D E L E L E I G H , Columbus, Miss.

M A U D L L O Y D , Meridian, Miss.

B E S S I E M A B R Y , Kosciusko, Miss.

M A R Y M C C L U R E , Columbus, Miss.

F A N N I E M I T C H E L L , New Albany, Miss.

J A N I E M O O R E , Coldwater, Miss.

E M M A G . M O O D Y , Columbus, Miss.

E V A M A E N O R T O N , Lumberton, Miss.

S A L L I E P A R N E L L , Sardis, Miss.

C O R I N N E P E V E Y , Forest, Miss.

B R Y C E S A L L I S , Sallis, Miss.

F R A N C E S S P I V E Y , Hollandale, Miss.

M Y R T I S S M I T H , Kosiusko, Miss.

J I M M I E V A N C E , Slate Springs, Miss.

P A U L I N E W R I T T E N , Coffeeville, Miss.

A N N I E M A E W A L D R U P , Meridian, Miss.

F R A N C E S W A L D R U P , Meridian, Miss.

O U I D A W R A Y , Pope, Miss.

L U C I L E B A Y L I S , Columbia, Miss.

M A M I E M C G E H E E , Gloster, Miss.

L O U I S E W I L L I A M S O N , Little Rock, Ark.

I D A M I T C H E L L , Memphis,"Tenn.

History of '07

HE greatest year in the history of our beloved Industrial Insti
tute and College is, to let us tell it, the vear nine
teen hundred and one. And why?
Because then
the first members of that Class destined to make the
College famous—that all-important Class of " Naugh
ty-Seven "—came to the College. Even then, as I. B.
C s with our heads full of knowledge, worship, and hugging, we displayed an
unusual amount of Class spirit. We did what few other I. B.C. classes have
ever done; we elected a president and began to do some Class work. It is
true that this president has long ago deserted us, preferring the doubtful honors
of matrimony to the certain ones of being our highest officer; yet we have
always kept the advantage gained by this early start.
Deprived of the
benefit of her guidance, we struggled with great difficulty through the
problems of our life as A. Normals, growing daily more wise and more worried
and looking forward always to being Freshmen as if the magic word, "Fresh
man were a sort of open "sesame" to unlock for us the treasure-houses of the
world.
Our great expectations were, in one way at least, fulfilled for as Freshmen,
we were given the long coveted privilege of joining the Peyton and CallawayOrr societies. While, naturally, we didn't all join the same societv, we did try
successfully, we think—to keep society jealousies from interfering with our
Class work and to be united in every sense of the word. Early in the year we
elected a new set of officers and, though most of our work consisted in writing
abominable themes and getting our pictures in the Annual, our common sorrow
over the one and unbounded joy over the other helped to make us better friends.
In our Sophomore year we began to try to make our influence felt in the
College. We won dramatic and literary laurels for ourselves by our dramati
zation and presentation of the "CEneid;" we distinguished ourselves socially
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by entertaining our Senior friends; and, if we were gloriously beaten, weatleast
gained some attention by challenging the Freshmen to a game of basket-ball.
We left no room for doubt as to the remarkability of our vocal powers for we
made night hideous with our songs and yells, hoping not altogether in vain to
discover at least one of our number who could rival Gadski.
As Juniors, we have changed considerably. Our aim in life now is to be
fascinating; we wear our very becoming caps and gowns in a manner which can
not fail to captivate the I. B. C's; we usher in the chapel with that demure and
dignified look so irresistible to town-people; we try our best to pose as comets
with trains of attendant sats;
we cultivate a soulful expression and converse
learnedly in French, German, and Latin; and, last but not least, we look for
ward continually to the not far distant time when we can don our white collars
and proceed to show them how to run things."
E. CRIGHTON.

Junior Class Poem

Come, 0 Muse, and to me tell
With thy never failing power,
Of the theme I love so well.
Take me to some quiet bower,
And in the stillness of the hour
Sing the praises of my Class.

How they started fresh and strong
On a bright and memorable day;
How the conflict has been long;
How they've kept their spirits gay
While they've labored with a song,
And have done their duties well;

How they now stand undivided,
One in hope and friendship true;
While the years have slowly glided
How they've made tasks lighter, too,
By kind words to comrades in blue.
This, O Muse I would have you tell
And when comes that day of days,
When we part forever more,
And when life seems all ablaze
And success ope's now her door,
May pleasant memories come galore,
Of our dear old Junior Class.
L. BOSCHERT. '07

A Revised Maxim

^^POTHING is so often said and so sincerely thought, and at the same time
nothing is so fresh in its significance as the one little maxim, "There's
no place like home.
This thought was truly foremost in the minds of
we girls as we gathered in chapel one Monday morning a week before Christmas.
For there, we first saw Mr. Kincannon with a very determined expression come
forward to talk to us upon a subject which we one and all expected that morning;
then, with hearts that became heavy and sad as we listened to him, we heard
him announce in his direct, final way that we would have only one day Christmas
o iday, and that he desired even the girls who could go home and get back in
time to spend their short vacation at the College. And this heaviness of heart,
the ongmg to see and be with them all at home only increased during the week
, 1
"C ay a t®rnoon' "when a few merry girls were able to overcome all obsta
cles and take their way homeward, it reached its climax. The picture that
girls made that afternoon, as we stood upon the porches or out on the campus
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Before long the hallways were thronged with light, dancing feet; and memlaughter rang upon the air from every door-way and window—such was the
result of our following that little girl's advice, seeming happy and trying to make
those about us happy. Besides all this change among us girls, the teachers
and all the older people in authority became suddenly blind as to most of those
numerous dormitory regulations that keep us bound as if by chains. We even
went so far as to dress out of uniform and go almost where we pleased without
a teacher to chaperone us. Then from the express boxes continually coming
m to the College, feast after feast was spread, so that in every girl's room were
tables loaded down with good things to eat.
After three days of such happiness and gaiety, we went back to work
Tuesday morning as light hearted as those girls who returned from home. But
when we once more took up our regular College duties, we set about our work
with a lesson learned from a very young little girl, and the maxim foremost
m our mmds a few days before thus revised, "There's only one place like home,
and that's the Industrial Institute and College at Christmas time."
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SMITH HOUSE

Social Life in the Narwe Cotage

j/F THE life of the twelve girls who live inthe " Narwe Cotage, " were sketched
1J by a skilful writer, and composed of the cleverest details which these girls
cherish as invaluable recollections, not one of those who laugh at the
idea that school-girl days are the happiest ones, would fail to admit that these
girls of 06 have had an unprecedented opportunity for laying up pleasant
memories, and furthermore that they have taken advantage of their opportuni
ties. Iheir separation from the other girls has thrown them upon their own
resources, and their self-government has made them stand out more as indi
viduals than would have been the case, had they been twelve in seven hundred.
In the first place, if we are to have pleasant recollections of school-life,
we must add a little fun in with our daily duties; and in no wav can we better
accomplish our two-fold purpose than by a class organization whose president
is zealous, wide-awake, and earnest in bringing out all the enthusiasm, the
interest, the social side in her class-mates. These Seniors of '06 truly had a
significant opportunity for growing closer to one another, making their interests
one in common, and making their social life pleasant; for they lived all together
w ith their president in their midst. Within their cotage they lived as a family
of twelve, free, easy, pleasant, and courteous always. There were no secrets,
no hints of gossip, no suggestions of maneuvering. They were an organized
class in which each girl was an important member necessarv to the welfare and
happiness of each of the others.
Then you ask were there no outside interests, no other freinds besides their
class-mates. Yes, indeed, there were. Their individual friends were welcome
sharers in the home-like comforts; and these self-government girls, as individuals, were always proud to extend hospitality to acquaintances and friends
among their class-mates. However, more formal callers were in nearly every
instance mutual acquaintances and no one stayed upstairs, no matter how
sleepy she was. But these girls found more genuine pleasure in playing hostess
over-night than at any other time. Then it was that their dormitory friends,
their town chums, and their out-of-town visitors saw them as they really were.
There around the grate, piled full of red coals, they drew up their rockers, and
talking as they drank their chocolate, just made over the fire, let twelve o'clock
slip upon them before they were aware of it. At these midnight consultations
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their basket-ball interests, their disturbing societies, their clubs,
lessons were laid aside for reminiscences of childhood days, high-school
and summer experiences. These outsiders who knew something of
life felt the freedom, the good comradeship which is so apparent in
the "Cotage."
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By no means were they selfish with their good things. Thev made their
ome the center of social life between the college classes, especially between
the Juniors and Seniors. At one time when the Juniors had just received their
caps and gowns, they were invited over to the "Cotage" to see how well thev
understood the magic influence of the little word cap; again their French and
German clubs entertained the Junior clubs at the "Cotage." These little
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Sophomore Class Poem
Far down the busy city street
My wandering footsteps led ;
The pavement lay beneath my feet,
^ The wind blew o'er my head.
Tall, stately buildings rose
Towering toward the sky;
And on the sidewalk near tlie gate,
I saw a paper lie.
I raised it with a careless hand
Thinking I'd read it o'er;
®ut written there was simply this,
' A worthy Sophomore."
The I I. and C. rose to my mind
Its history so great;
Tll„en I knew this Sophomore was in
Ihe Class of Nineteen Eight.
But whence came she? And how long since :
Whose tongue shall ever tell
ihe many times that she has heard
d e a r °ld College bell?
w,
What mother, miles and miles away
Praying within her home
W aits with an anxious longing
For nineteen eight to come?
That year when at the close of school
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Day
When from the stand in Chapel Hall
.. ^he president shall say,
To r fn e a c n e d d l Plomas do I give
To the Senior Class to-day."
R<iLI01?ibigbee '

Near bv
ru
Witb W ° + l

Proudly

roll

^ Y°Ur r°Cky sllores!
y ,° U l s a model Class
v ®°P h °mores.

S i n e d toVT^
6SS
Well

C ; o l l e S e w a lls

the State.
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An Astronomical Phenomena

THE Sophomores are a Class of innumera
ble bodies in our solar system. We confess that
none of them is Venus, or Mercury or Mars; and
we gladly admit that no one of them is in the
Moon, that cold, proud, even vain, non-luminous
planet, whose apparent light is only a reflection;
nor, let it be quickly said, is one of them a satel
lite to the moon. Far from these, our Sopho
mores are warm, self-brilliant comets and meteors.
Their exact number can not be stated by any
one. On the fifth of November last vear there
appeared in the heavens five new bodies—and at
times a sixth is seen—who are far brighter than
the older members of the constellations.
The
cause of the phenomena is difficult to learn. Perhaps it is the duller ones
have lost their power to show themselves in their true light, because of their
long association with the nebulas; or perhaps the stronger bodies are just now
pouring forth the energy which they have gained since the beginning of their
existence.
For it is believed that these comets and meteors are gaining in brilliancy.
The nearer they come into the rays of that greatest composition in the celestial
sphere, the deeper is the light transferred to them which they are to give out
to the world.
We have said that the Sophomores are comets and meteors. We are
sorry that they are divided. It was hoped that when they were banished
from the society of the planets and asteroids, they would no longer be in two
groups. Yet they are not so bad as they are thought to be by some. We
know all do not have like opinions. We do not know what our future will be but
we predict that if we were studied by means of the telescope, through which
many phenomena have been noted, it would be seen that one comet dissatis67

fied with the majority of its associates would choose some of its companions,
and with them would go to dwell in peace elsewhere. Others wishing to make
a greater show in the world, wishing to exert their influence over others to a
greater extent, would leave their accustomed places and, it is thought goin
search of new scenes. These, the telescope, if consulted, would say, would
never be heard of again. But we predict that both they and those who remain
will when they all pass out of existence, leave shining trails behind them.
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A Plea for the Sophomores

SLEPT and dreamed and lo! I was in the midst of a great assembly of
men and women. I was completely dazed, but grasped the situation
as best I could, looked around and beheld on either side of me my friends
my class-mates the poor Sophomores. On their brows was seated a troubled
but saintly look. They seemed to be waiting and yearning for something
—what could it all mean?
Immediately in front of me I saw a number of men with costumes and
appearances vastly different, their countenances were shining and intelligent.
By their position I concluded that they were superior to the others of the assem
bly. A little bit confused by all these noble looking people, I could not imme
diately recognize them, but finally managed to collect my faculties, and it sud
denly dawned upon me that I—an humble Sophomore, stood in the presence
of those great men of whom we had studied, and whose writings we had labored
over; again I wondered what could it all mean?
Eager to learn more I looked behind me and saw a still smaller crowd,
which I shall not attempt to describe. They were all looking down at me
silently and reproachfully7. Not being able to understand it all vet, I sat down
determined to await the issue of affairs.
Finally a venerable looking man with a deep sonorous voice beat silence
with a gavel, and asked the assembly to come to order. There was immediate
silence and the large man asked that the charge be read—I started, under
standing all now. Sophomores—judges—charges—and the other people.
A court—the Sophomores had been brought to trial for some offence. After
the charge was made, the witnesses for both complainants hnd defendants
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were called. The testimonials pro and con were given. The Sophomores
seemed to be doomed. After a few minutes a band of those great men stepped
forward and asked if they might speak a word in defense of the Sophomores?
The honorable chairman assented, and they all seated themselves in the inner
circle. The excitement of the court was intense. Still the Sophomores
anxiously, beseechingly waited.
All is quiet now, a most commanding personage has the floor. Our old
friend, Mr. Pancoast, addressed the court and made the following appeal for
the Sophomores: "Honorable Judges, let me speak a word in defense of these
little girls, sitting on my right and on my left. I have known and been asso
ciated with them for a long time. They have diligently brought up the work
that I have demanded of them. I speak for my committee composed of those
great men of letters whom you see here with me; I speak for Shakespeare,
Sidney, Addison, Bacon, our great Pope and other distinguished literary
men. I think that whatever wrongs the Sophomores may have com
mitted their good works outbalance them, for they have spent many
weary hours reading the manuscripts of my committee. Thev have studied
akespeare s dramas, Macaulay's histories, Pope's essavs, and have endured
all patiently and nobly. In your decision, 'Honorable Judges,' I prav YOU
G
as possible for 1 utter the words, 'Faithful Sophomores/""
.
*
^ c airman °f the Latin classic committee arose and verv gener
ously asked for clemency for the Sophomores. I recognized my best and dearn°t to me of the Sophomores, for thev are
trulv crrp't 1 w-ViT w
1
haV
V1Slted
the ruins of Trov- ancient Carthage
and even^h PI T
®
U*°™ regi°ns themselves, and a more faithful band I never
saw For h
WJistened to the famous orations of Cicero, and with
OvTd and mvself h
the pages of ancient mythology.
Sophcnnores
1 say, ' Blessed

appreciation of tV ° °barged ones beamed with pleasure and showed their
appreciation of this enthusiastic speech in their behalf.
manner declared "that^he^S f/end n6Xt arOSe and in
and that
^
^7^^niuses

a very
in thc

logical and forcible
^udy of the mind,

famous arguments along that line.
Appealing to the iudges he said " C "17
Last but not least
^ SUch a Clas« be condemned?"
the Sophomores great in thh-T^ mathematlcian took the floor and pronounced

bers of the court for a W tim^T
" H°norable Judges' and mem"
6
be6n
d°mg construction work with
the Sophomores; we have scaler!
Pyramids
blsec
and located points together
T
'
ted spheres, glided over plains

and I hope that vou will Heoi nCVer S3W & better equipped Class for such work
- u will deal squarely and mercifully with them."
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The Sophomores became radiant.
The crisis had come—the judges retired to confer, the whole crowd waited
with bated breath to hear the momentous decision. The judges returned and
delivered the verdict: "Not Guilty."
In the twinkling of an eye the atmosphere of the whole court was changed;
the Sophomores filed out amid applause and congratulations.
"Sophomores, you have gotten your reward." "Arise, press forward to
action."
I awoke, crying with joy and believing that my dream would be realized
some day, and though slightly disorganized now, the Sophomores would press
on to nobler things, forgetting minor common-place differences and redeem
themselves in the eyes of the world by repairing perhaps their one mistake.
A. A. C„ '06.
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Dreamland

A

N D it came to pass that as Mary and Ruth played in the pretty fields
about their tent, they found a bramble bush with little red berries
upon it, and they did taste of the fruit and did eat it. Thereupon a
feeling of drowsiness came over them both and, being unable to hold raised
their heavy eye-lids, they did lay down upon the soft grass and did give up
their bodies to slumber.
And as they slept, they dreamed dreams, both of them; and when they
awoke, they were sad and did tell these dreams each one to the other. So it
was that Mary spake thus:
And behold, while I dreamed, you and I walked together in a fairv gar
den where wild lilies bloomed and the tinkling of blue-bells was heard. Now,
moreover, as we walked, it came to pass that we found a beautiful bench hewn
rom the rock and hung about with garlands of roses. Being tired with much
waking, we desired to sit upon the seat, you and I; vet would it not permit
this to us both as it was much too small.
t0 me' tellmg me ^at I could not sit upon the
seat "£?' be+wd'
C°me uPon this resting-place before I was yet there,
Now there?
^
UCh ang6red With
did instt
and tearing my flowing hair,
the *** which
tnd It came r
had already taken for vour own.
dUn^}hc PI"°CeSS °f tlme that we did speak many wrathful
words toTne n
of the other ^ ^ 311
^ °aSt many stones and did rend each the garments

a tinv nvmoh claH^

tlre<!' WG Sank uPon

the ground to rest; and as we rested,

seal, "came to'us and spabTa^ ^
^ bearing Upon his hand a golden
Andrew. And the words of th mGSSage from the master of the garden, King
of us might have the
+ w 6 messen§er hdl upon our ears, saving that neither
So mv dm the seat if we dld quarrel concernm it
" "
Thi was M
spake and said:* ^

I"8 C°me t0 an
' r6am relatedl

dnd' 1
and

awoke,
then it came to pass that Ruth

the little fairy'TurTear'trTer11101"6 ^ 1 dreamed" Now- as we talked to
peaceful in all things- h + v 6 muc s°ftened and we did determine to be
bUt When he had vanished away, we began again our

contention for the coveted seat. Behold, you did still refuse to give the seat
unto me, and thus was my desire for it much increased; and we did deal many
blows.
"While we were thus engaged a golden light shone round about us and we
knew that we stood in the presence of King Andrew. It was enough to know
this; and we stood before him with downcast eyes, knowing that we had sinned
and not daring to meet his searching gaze. Then it came to pass, as we stood
thus, that we felt his hands resting upon our bowed heads and heard him speak
ing these words in a sweetly solemn voice:
I ha\ e warned ye, my children, and ye have taken no heed of my warning.
Therefore shall ye suffer this: that ye shall neither of you have this seat and
that ye must leave my garden never to return.' And having heard him, we
were sore dismayed and our distress waxed greater as we did think upon the
dread sentence of banishment, which he had passed upon us. And, lo! we
clung to one another in our grief and went out from the garden united by this
common sorrow."
And Ruth's dream being thus brought to a close, she ceased to speak.
Then it came to pass that Mary and Ruth were much puzzled by the like
ness of these their dreams and they did question one another concerning the
meaning of them. At last in their wonderment, they went unto their father,
Joseph, and related before him the way in which thev had eaten the berries
and had slept; and also they did tell him of the dreams which they had dreamed.
Now, therefore, did their father desire to lessen the anxietv of his children,
and calling them to him, he caressed them and soothed them, speaking kind
words and saying these things:
"These are but dreams; their meaning is nothing. If it were not so I
should tell ye. The good King Andrew, of whom ye have dreamed, is too kind
by much to banish forever his subjects from the garden, too just by far to in
flict a punishment which would last to the end of time. Think ye, therefore,
no more upon these visions, for they are but dreams caused by the eating of
those tiny berries."
And so he blessed them both and they departed rejoicing with great glad
ness and much joy. And it came to pass as the days rolled on that time proved
that Joseph had spoken trulv, for their dreams were but dreams.
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Procrastination

"When I am a Freshman, You'll see what I'll do,
I'll be great and noble and good and true;
I'll learn my lessons, obey the rules,
And make this College the best of schools
But I'm only a Preppie now,"
And the days pass on.
When I m a Sophomore, I'll have more time
To think about pleasing the teachers fine,
My time is now filled with studies and play,
But I really mean to begin some day.
Still I am only a Freshman now."
So the days pass on.
V\ hen I am a Junior, a gav Sophomore said
In my Oxford gown, with a cap on my head,'
11 be a student and give up the jovs
Of cutting chapel and making noise;
But I'm only a Sophomore now."
And the days pass on.
A hen I am a Senior, O speed the day!
I 11 show my younger friends the way
1 o reach perfection in every art
And to do my duties with all mv heart •
But I m not wearing the collar vet •''
Bo the days pass on.

"Tv/t 7 w a s tast bringing Commencement D
1 ve kept putting off the time to be good
And never have done just as 1 should
But i m near my diploma now."
And the days pass on.
Now i s

the ti

tQ begin tQ dQ

S f / 0 ? r p_ a S e n i o r o r a

t

Be
Preppie brigh'
Be kmd to A. Normals, to I. B C's
u
n
i
1° J °rs, Sophomores, and Freshies*
S>
And you wffl b e h a p p y n o w >
nc

l a PPY a s

the days pass on.
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Freshman Class
Colors: Olive and Old Gold

A Toast.

Here's to Hastings
Far from a saint.
Ship him off to "die
Of a liver complaint."
Here s to the Freshmen
Who wishes he had
Or else he'd never seen
" Moreshedebad."
Here's to Macaulay
W ho could not write plays
But made up for that
By writing essays.
Here's to teachers
Of the Frenchman English Class
May they give us an "exam"
That we all can pass.
Yell.
Slip, slam, slee, Double eye see,
Freshman, Freshmen, Rip, R a h, Ree.
We are dandy, we are fine,
W e are the Class of Nineteen Nine.
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The Final Meeting of Nineteen Nine

ANY and various fates have been prophesied for the classes of past
years. It has been said of some classes that they would go to hades,
and there would receive reward or punishment for deeds done on this
earth. Of other classes it has been prophesied that they, as tried warriors in
the cause of learning, would go to the happy hunting grounds. It has been said
of still others that they would return to this earth in various forms according
to the transmigration of souls.
But the fate of the present Freshman Class is to be better than that of any
of these. For the final meeting of the Class of Nineteen Nine will be in heaven.
After the various stages of college life, the proud Sophomore, the capped
and gowned Junior, and the white collared Senior, Nineteen Nine will have
many class reunions. But the final reunion will be in heaven. To some people
it will seem strange, beyond all belief, that the Freshmen shall go to heaven.
Nevertheless, it is a fact. The Sophomores (down in the opposite direction)
will turn green with envy when they hear of the happy fate of the Freshmen.
Immediately on their arrival in heaven the Freshmen wall be greeted,
and given a reception by their old friends, the Juniors. At the reception,
St. Francis (Spivy) will sing an angel's carol, accompanied on the harp by St.
Cecelia Elbur Crighton. After the song, the Juniors will talk kindly to the
"new girls" and tell them how to behave in heaven. This advice will save the
Freshmen many mistakes and cause their everlasting gratitude to the Juniors.
The reception will last until far into the night and then the Freshmen will be
assigned a dormitory in heaven.
Early the next morning the officers of Nineteen Nine will be incorporated
as saints and the other members of the class will be organized into angel bands,
as a reward for their faithful attendance to sight singing class.
Sad to relate, '09 and '07 are the only present students of the Industrial
Institute and College who will ever reach heaven, for the Seniors are burdeneo
with getting up Annuals and Spectators, and the Sophomores are too much
engrossed with society questions.
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His First Mistake
ICR RIGB\ , better known among the other cadets as "Spooney," sat
Wlth an °pen book before him apparently absorbed in its contents, but
in reality thinking—thinking of the morrow, his graduation day, and of
his past cadet life, first, as a Plebe, then on through his years as Yearling and
Second Classman, up to his present dignity of a First Classman.
Rigby bore the reputation of being the only First Classman at the Point
who had never had a romance, who had never, as he expressed it "been tied
to a woman's apron string." As a matter of course trap after trap was laid
or him by his indefatigable class-mates; but thus far his heart had remained
proof agamst all of Cupid's attacks. Time after time had the Academy been
S1 e[
^
^ or^ s most fascinating and coquettish young women, who had
eac m urn practiced her most charming arts on the handsome, indifferent
mulFmilhonaire's s°n. who had never yet solved the probleni of
whv " i
why girls existed at all.
JQ|

arS y°U V6ry busy?
1Ve a hrreat fa™r to ask of vou,
old fcllo!°"!
r°°m-mate' Jaek Thornton, bursting in very unceremon ouslv' ' V ^
the Vast; ' 1
T' T tMS Way; that Cad' Meadows, was to take one of
Kn°Wlt0n' 1 believe> to the hop this evening; and as
tk would h
>
hoursTate antV
TTr' ^ Whkh he 15 to arrive' ls reported to be four
TTurs and estTT
^ " y°U Wt' for thls once, forget tins dislike
1&dy
Tbey say she is a beautv and no end of
a ' joiiv
jollv sort.
sort ' is
Is it
> a go,^ TT
old man?"'
UOTal'y
ta™ <"
idea of D™ Ri'wT °°
> "quest. The
man
ater
the
man
who
meeting a woman ' t T °
"
'
would walk a block to avoid
them, to his craduatin T
^ °f th°Se SllIy creatures, as he termed
did not Thornton ask him °P 1 iT .W6re the fates always against him or why
or any other feat eonaT Smg e"handed to wipe the Russian army off the globe,
"up againstT and muTt lmP°SSlble? But as the boys express it. he was
he was the only available vo^ t0 ^ mevitable" The Sirl had no escort and

brave face and'say that he woTd'see her There?"" ^

^

PUt
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his toilet later in the evenTnT
determination that he set about
pke, he wondered; was she
the sillv, giddy kind witP i
/a WaS tb's
" 8 5
°d W"h Wl,OIn h<= I'dd often been fhrotvn at the hops' He
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hoped that at least she would be sensible, and not expect him to play the part
of the devoted all evening. His toilet completed, Rigby stood before the mirror
and gazed critically at his reflection. In his faultless evening attire, he was
handsome beyond a doubt, tall, erect, a perfect brunette, and a man whom any
girl might admire and accept attentions from.
Miss Knowlton was stopping with her aunt, Mrs. Kinbrough, and it was
with unsteady nerves that Rigby rang the bell at her home, several minutes
later. How the introduction came about he never knew or cared;
he was conscious of one thing alone—that this girl he saw before him was so
different, it seemed to him, from any he had ever known. This, he thought
must be the ideal woman of whom he had heard and read, but hitherto had no
conception.
Hers was a face and figure that, might indeed, call forth admiration from
the most fastidious—tall, slender, and graceful, with a face at times almost
childlike in expression, lit up by dark fathomless eyes, which on this occasion
sparkled with anticipation of the evening's pleasure. It is not strange that
Rigby felt rather uncertain just then, as to whether Cupid might not, after all,
come out victor.
Try as he would, he could not put her out of his thoughts, and during the
evening he found himself several times letting his eyes search the throng of
dancers for a glimpse of a tall figure clad in white. He had often heard of
love at first sight, but had alwavs scoffed at the idea. Just think of his really
letting himself fall in love with a woman whom he had known only a few hours!
It was preposterous. He wondered if he were really himself or if he were not
dreaming, but a peculiar sensation in the region of his heart, produced by a
smile from a certain voung lady just passing, told him all too readily that it
was indeed a realitv. What would the other fellows say if they found out his
change of opinion in regard to the opposite sex? He must keep it a secret
until after his graduation at least and then—what matter then, he'd go away
and forget this foolish infatuation.
It was seldom that Rigby indulged in dancing, but on this particular
evening, he experienced a feeling akin to joy whenever it was his good fortune
to claim Miss Knowlton for a dance.
"I believe I am to have the pleasure of dancing this with you, am I not?"
asked Rigby, nearing Miss Knowlton a few moments later.
"Yes, this is your dance, Mr. Rigby," she replied, casting an eye at her
card. "I was almost beginning to think you d forgotten me.
"Forgotten you! how could I?" he murmured, and he might have added
he wished he could forget her.
To say that Miss Knowlton danced well would do her an injustice.
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.
Rigby

wished that the music would never cease. "Come," he suggested, when the
dance was ended, "Let's take a little stroll before the next if you care to. How
long before you will return to Poughkeepsie ?"
"I very probably shall leave to-morrow afternoon, though Auntie insists
that I stay over several days. You don't know how I have fallen in love with
the place, and how I shall hate to leave it and all these dear cadets; they have
been so lovely to me."
I had hoped that you would be here at least a day or two; I wanted to
show you over the grounds and buildings and take you for a stroll down Flirta
tion "Walk. It is so pretty at this season of the year, " said Rigby, gazing eagerly
into her face, which she unconsciously lowered under his scrutiny.
Oh! ^ Wc shall have time for that in the morning as my boat doesn't
e a v e till f o u r o'clock. A n d n o w , Mr. R i g b y , I h a v e s o m e t h i n g t o ask YOU.
which has been puzzling me all evening; I think some one must be trying to
^
.6 ^ a s
that A ou were the most unsociable creature imaginable
aroun girls, and, m fact, never had anything to do with them. What did
they mean? You don't seem to be that kind of a person at all "
and J
of'one
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Mother Goose Rhymes

Miss Mary Stennis
She doesn't play tennis.
She spends all time
Making fudge so fine,
For she uses lard,
So it isn't hard,
To see why I'm glad
Her fudge is not mine.

Little Miss Poindexter
Sat on a stool.
Writing a fugue to Bach.
In came Miss Morgan
And saw the performing,
And received a terrible shock.

Mr. Kincannon was a good man.
He used to give holidays now and then
But in 1906 he winked his eye,
And said: "You'll be here
On the fourth of July."

Emmie S. Power.
Fell in the flour,
And turned her black hair white.
Though Emmie might scour
And use all her "Power."
She never get her hair back right.

"Byrd and Nannie,
Come on and play."
Somebody heard Miss Beulah say;
"Bring your sugar, bring your cream,
We'll male e some fudge before we dream."

Mattie Lou Brown went to town
In a shower of rain.
She caught cold in her throat
Altho she wore a rain-coat
And never could sing again.
vitu WC11L

JA

vr 1.

,

-Gois and Mat went up the hill

Sterr' t,hrr f6et'
S Tones
,
1
BroSht „ J f
; J°neS' P^^ers.
Brought no rehef m these bad disasters.

^tch a dill of pfckle.
Lois fell down and lost her bill,
And Mat brought up her nickel.

A Diller, a dollar, a ten o'clock scholar,
^ I hy, Miss Sykes, do you come so soon ?
You used to come at ten o'clock,
And now you come at noon.
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Cecile Carr Cole
Was a long lanky soul.
And a long lanky was she.
She called for her books,
And she called for good order,
And she called for her assistants, three.

There was a "Senter" in our midst,
And she could sing quite well.
She sang so loud, she cracked her voice.
And to the ground it fell.

Several of the fellows
On a winter's day,
To a University planned
To wend their way.
An insoluble problem;
How on thirty-five
They'll go to Chicago
Expecting to thrive.
Miriam, Miriam, Pauline's dear,
Bought some beads from a Venitian seer.
The beads sold well at the I. I. and C.
Twas all for the Latin class, don't you
see ?
Little Miss Brownlee
Dressed for the ball;
The Colonel 's in the parlor,
Helen's in the Hall.
Where's she going
'Tis easy to guess.
To get to the Colonel,
She's doing her best.

Little Miss Lillian,
Sat in the pavilion
Painting a poor little fly;
She looked up quickly,
And said not meekly:
"See, what a cute girl am I!"

There was a Miss Orr
Who lived in our College,
And was grieved at the Seniors,
For they had no knowledge.
She gave them philology,
She gave them Shakespeare,
So, is it any wonder
The Seniors died of fear?
Fannie P. Hooper,
Quite a looker,
How are your bugs to-day?
Grasshoppers, horrible worms
Caterpillars and pretty ferns
All in fancy array.

Mrs. Mosby went to St. Louis,
During the Big World's Fair.
She lost her party,
But laughed quite hearty.
And wished she had never gone there.
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There was a little matron
Who stayed at our school,
She had so many roomers
She didn't know what to do.
She stuck them in ells,
She gave them all demerits,
And caused many yells.

Cora Q. went up a flue,
To get a little carbon,
The flue fell down,
And broke Cora's crown,
And now she talks in jargon.

Sing a song a sixpence, a pocketful of rye,
Four and twenty Legislators, baked into
a pie.
When the pie was opened, Ruth began
to rush,
Now wasn't that a dainty dish
To give to Rouderbush

Have you any bread?
Yes, Ma'am, yes ma'am
Three loaves, I said.
One for Bessie Heath,
One forB. White
One for B. Daugherty
To get them from my sight.

Miss Jeff could eat no fat,
Miss Fletcher could eat no lean,
And so you see, between the two,
They kept the platter clean.

Ding, dong, dell, Dabney's in the well,
Who put him in ?
Little Jimmie Bell.
Who got him out ?
"Hoffy," no doubt.
uiuiii.
She was quite round and plump,
And everywhere that Rose would come,
Editha after her would jump.
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one lollowed her to the I. I. and C. one day
Much to the Senior's sorrow,
For now she speels forth French and
Dutch,
And makes them yell with horror.

The Bracelet

f

ES, father, I'm determined to go to the new world to seek my fortune,
or, failing to find wealth, to make my home among the savages there.
All the property I shall take with me is the queer little bracelet which
was my mothers."
He came to America, this poor young man of the long, long past; and
though he failed to find wealth, he did not fail to make friends, both in the
little storm-beaten town on the Atlantic Coast where he was counted one of the
truest and bravest citizens, and also among the Indians with whom he traded.
During the years of strife and warfare which came to the colonists, this man
kept the bracelet until at his death it passed to his heirs. For many vears
this trinket was handed down from generation to generation until it came to
a man very much like him who brought it from the mother country. This
man also was a friend of the Indians. And in a war which threatened to destrov
the homes of all the white people, these dark friends helped the man to hide
his treasures, all but the bracelet which was considered too insignificant to
excite any notice. The war was ended at last, but the man was dead and his
family were ignorant of the hiding-place of his wealth.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"I love her, but how can I marry her when I am so poor? If I had even
a good paying job it would be different. But here I am just out of college, with
a job not worth a shuck—why couldn't I get a job such as Hal Strand has?
Why couldn't I have inherited wealth like Jim Fardin did?—bah! Its no use
grieving. All I inherited was the necessity to work, and—O, yes, an insignifi
cant heirloom—a bracelet."
Such were the thoughts of the handsome young reporter, Elwood, sent
out by the News to write up the speech which Governor G. was to deliver the
next day to a meeting of farmers of one of the Southern States. Usually he
was not jealous of his friends, nor did he grumble at fate. But he was in love
and his lack of money was the one bar to his happiness.
The speech was over, and the report to the paper sent off. Elwood, tired
out by his day's work, by the monotonous speech, and by the loneliness of his
surroundings, was trving to sleep away the recollections of all unpleasant things.
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HE past two years the life of the \ oung Women's Christian Association
has been full of activity and fruitfulness. Those who have had the op
portunity of observing the inner life of the organization realize that its
growth has been almost phenomenal. And for the benefit of those who know
nothing of the Young Women's Christian Association of the Industrial Insti
tute and College, we shall go briefly over the past two years' progress and
its causes.
Christians everywhere are realizing more deeply that the Master's work
must be a systematic work. Without a perfect organization of forces, no satis
factory work can be done. This fact was realized two vears ago by the girls
at the head of the Association, and as a great step in the right direction, a general
secretary was called. Under her wise guidance, the Young Women's Chris
tian Association underwent a thorough organization; committees on various
branches of the work were met and instructed in their duties; earnestness and
enthusiasm were aroused until at the present time there are more than a hundred
committee members—not mere nominal members, but real, live, active, ener
getic, working members.
Every department has been well established and maintained. We shall
notice here, however, only two branches of association work, as these branches
seem to be of prime importance in the lives of the members.
No christain can grow without an earnest study of the Bible. He who
said, " I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life, ' said also, "Search the Scriptures."
One statement is as important as the other. Remembering the command of
our Lord and knowing that the Word is meant for our spiritual support, the
leaders of the Association, have stressed the Bible Study work until there are
about two hundred and sixty students in this department.
The religion of Christ is nothing if not practical, and after all, the final test
of true discipleship is service to others. The social work of the Association
shows that the members have realized the final test.
Ask any "new girl" what comforted her most in those first days away
from home, when homesickness was a very, very, real thing indeed, and she
will tell you that the girls with the bright smile on their faces and the Associa
tion badges on their shoulders were the greatest help of all. In the hurry and
bustle of the opening days, the social committee was at work, finding a lost
trunk for some girl, showing another, who had lost herself in the many build0.3

mgs, the way to her room, throwing out a cheering smile here, a sympathetic
word there, remembering that He has said "Inasmuch as ye did it to one of
the least of these my brethren, ye did it unto me."
All through the year, the hearty good-will and approbation of the Association
are demonstrated toward the real pleasures of social life. Frequent enter
tainments are planned to which the girls go and have real fun. such as only
school-girls can have. It is safe to say that more girls come to know each
other through the Association than in any other way, and by this personal
contact, each girl throws out the influences of her life upon other girls.
And so, m the past two years, marvelous work has been done, almost
undreamed of heights have been attained. For it all, we give heartfelt thanks
to Him who has made us able to do these things. Seeing the great good being
accomplished, let us turn a bright face toward the future, not remaining idle
because of work already done—we count not ourselves to have apprehended
that for which we were apprehended by Christ Jesus- -but with our eves fixed
on Him whom we serve and our hearts singing a song of victory, let us "with
rwai
aces and reluctant soul, not hurrying to, or turning from the goal,
g l T 7 r k iH
corn^To "m
coming of our Master s kingdom."
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against thfp."—Ps. 119:11.

The two-fold aim of the Young Women's Christian Association is to bring
young women to know Jesus Christ as a personal Saviour, and to develop the
spiritual lives of christian young women by guiding them into a deepening
and ever-increasing acquaintance with God. Realizing that systematic daily
Bible study is one of the vital necessities for the accomplishment of this end,
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OFFICERS

Members Bach Society
CLYDE ASTON FANNIE EVELYN HANI
CLAUDE ASTON
HANNAH EATON
ONA BELL
LILLIAN FISHER
MAY BRIGHAM
GUSSIE FRENCH
PHYLIS BENJAMIN
MONIE FRANKS
ALMA BERRY
JANE FULLER
A. L. BURROSE
SUSIE GATHINGS
MAY BRIDGER
MADGE GATHINGS
CLIFFORD BERT
LELIA GREEN
HELEN COLE
GEORGIA HENDERSON
ALLIE CLOWER
AILEEN HUGHES
KITTIE COX
MOLLY HANNA
ALICE COOK
RUTH HATHORN
MINNIE CULP
DAISY DUNCAN
WINNIE CLARK
ANNIE MAY JACK
SARAH COTTRELL
-VNNIE H A R D I N
IARGARET BUTTERFIELD
PEARL CAMPBELL
NELIE JEMISON
MAGER CALLAWAY
CARRIE PRICE
MINNIE CYGON
BROOKSIE JEFFREYS
ETHEL COX
ETHELJACKSON
IVY DYE
MABLE JACKSON
MARY R . DIMOND
WILMA KINARD
CORINNE KINCANNON
LUCY LOVE
MYRTIS LEA
BESSIE HABRY
LOUISE MURYHY
MARY HUNT MURRY
ERNESTINE MCKEE
MAMIE NEWSONS
VICK NANCE

ILA KINDALL
CARRIE M. JEFFREYS
ROYCE PARSONS
MARY ROSE RAINEY
MARY SHAIFER
LOUISE SUTHERLAND
LILLA STEVENSON
MAUDE FRANKS
ANNABELL SOUTH
OLIVE SULLIVAN
JEROME SAGE
EFFIE POWELL KATE SEXTON
EVA TUCKER
LEILIA SUGG
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Members of Glee Club

BEALLE, I. L.

BUSTIN M.

BEST, G.

CALLAWAY, M.

CARUTHERS,

CHILDERS, A. B.

COXE, L.

DAKIN, E.

DIMOND, M.

ETON, H.

FISHER, L.

FRANKS, M.

GREEN, V.

GEORGE, A.

HARDY, L.

JEFFREYS, C. M.

LANN, F. L.

MARTAK, A.

MONTGOMERY, C. M.

MCGEE, N.

M u xSEN, N .

JOHNSON, A.
MAGNUS, E.

WILSON, M.

PHILLIPS, B

PEYTON, M. L.

PARSONS, N.

ROBBINS, M.

SALE, S.

SAGE, F.

SMITH, M.

SHIVERS, E.

WALDROP, F.

ROBINS, C.

WALKER, E.

QUARLES, L.

NEILSOX, A.

WEEMS, E.

WEST, A.
MABRY, B.

PETTY, S.
ALDRIDGE C.
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MULLENS,

The Voice Department
How often have we heard that nothing can be accomplished without self
confidence! Knowing this, we have schooled ourselves to the hope that we
may, sometime in the future, rival Melba, Nordica, or even Miss Brown.
Thus alive with anticipation, we betake ourselves to our first lesson; and,
after we have mastered the "Ch's and Ah's" with great skill (?), are overjoyed
to hear that we have "very pretty voices indeed," or that "from such a little
person I don t see where such a big voice is coming."
But these are not the only pleasant things we are told. For what can be
more pleasant than the knowledge that we are to have the privilege—nay, the
honor—of becoming members of the Glee Club?
And here I must say something of the purpose of the organization and of
the work of the Glee Club. It has a membership of thirty, all of whom are
voice pupils; and with Miss Brown as directress, weekly meetings are held for
tie purpose of studying the best compositions of the greatest song-writers.
„ 16n! V ?.S tllese weekh meetings, there is another meeting once a month,
is is for the study of the lives of the celebrated composers themselves.
y these meetings we are not only aided a great deal in chorus and indi
vidual song work, but we also obtain from them a much broader knowledge of
m lives of the composers, such as Schumann and Mendelssohn. We become
familiar, too, with their famous works of art.
hv thp16
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Senior Music Class
Motto : Non sibi sed aliis

Colors: Garnet and Pale Blue

'' Music, we yield to thee
In thee we float,
And lose the lovely note
Of self in thy celestial ordered strain,"

Officers

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

BEULAH SANFORD
JEROME SAGE
BEULAH SANFORD
JEROME SAGE

Members
BEULAH SANFORD
One thing will I strive for—to give enough
good to my fellowman to pay for being
allowed to live in such a good world.
Beulah entered the ranks of the Music Class of ' 0 6 in
our Freshman year and since that time has been consid
ered a prodigy. After having overcome her distaste for
Bach sufficiently to master the two and three-voiced
inventions, all difficulties were removed and not even
the Fugues nor Clementis Gradus ad Parnassum offer any
obstacles to her now. Her repertoire consists for the
most part, of the sentimental, dreamy sort of music
typical of her own feelings. She has Liszt's " Liebestraume
and "Consolation," and the Mendelssohn
Luder ohne 1\ orter," at her finger-tips and delights
especially in Beethoven's Adagio. Occasionally, how
ever, she recovers from this mood and we find her playing
Chopin like one possessed. In fact, Chopin and Byron
.
IT•
- are ^er idols, even Harmonv and gymnastics having
f u
talien into oblivion with her m comparison with these. She 'is indeed capable of great
things, but being one of those who think that home is woman's true sphere, we greatlv
fear that the world will lose her. A. B. Graduate, '05; Fellow in Mathematics.

JEROME SAGE
"A girl so various that she seemed to me not
one, but all mankind's epitome."
A girl of limitless ambition. Besides talent, she has
mar\ elous capacity for hard work. One who despises
sham; never was known to make an excuse for anything.
Has a way of making up her mind and sticking to her
opinions. Jerome is so absent-minded that she tells
different people the same things. Gets into trouble
often but always makes a way of escape. Has a tendency
toward hobbies-—her latest being Brahams and skating.
Her ruling passion is Harmony, and her teachers in this
subject predicts for her a career as an American com
poser. Jerome is also a marvel in German—knows a
grea.t deal about the language but has a difficulty in
distinguishing the busts of Beethoven and Goethe.
Claims that she isn't sentimental and that she hates men;
she has, however, failed to prove these claims to the satis
faction of her most intimate friends. A. B. Graduate.

M A M I E K R A M E R , President
MABEL JACKSON
ETHEL JACKSON
LILLIAN FISHER
Flower: Violet
Colors: Violet and White
Motto: "Let no discordant note mar the harmony of your soul."

Music at the I. I. and C.

NONE of her various phases has the Industrial Institute and College
made such rapid strides toward the attainment of her ideal as in the line
of music. The years of nineteen hundred five and six mark the beginning
of an era in the musical history of the College—an era during which the very
best talent of the world of music may be heard and appreciated within her
walls. Not only may earnest students of music devote their energies to the
pursuit of the masterpieces, but it is their privilege to hear these masterpieces
interpreted by the greatest living artists and virtuosi.
The first step in this new era was made on January the twenty-first, 1905,
with the coming of Ignace Jan Paderewski, the great "March King." This
performer, who has taken Paris, New \ ork, London, and other great cities of
the world by storm, played for the first time before an audience composed chiefly
of college girls. His gracious manner, his entire absorption in his task, his
unparalleled interpretation, his perfect technique and pedalling, above all,
his exquisitely beautiful tones—all these were a revelation to his hearers.
In the spring of 1905, at the institution of the May festival of music, came
Emil Paur with the Pittsburg orchestra, and Madame Gadski as vocalist. Nine
teen hundred and four was Mr. Paur's first season as director of the Pittsburg
Orchestra, but one would have supposed he had spent vears with it, so perfectly
did they understand each other. From the dozens of instruments, there was
a volume of music which caused the very foundation of the building to vibrate,
and the audience was wild with enthusiasm.
But best of all were the selections given by Johonna Gadski, whose voice
is one of the world's clearest and most brilliant sopranos. She held everyone
with the magic of her eloquence, the genuine effectiveness of her declamation,
and her capacity for delicacy and sentiment.
In December, 1905, Marie Nichols, the Boston violonist, who is attracting
much attention over the musical world, gave a very interesting and thoroughly
artistic program. That she is completely a master of that king of solo instru
ments, the violin, was indicated by her remarkable technical development,
and the precision and surety with which she played, as well as by the sweetness
and perfect purity and truth of her tones.
Harold Bauer, who came among the younger pianists of the day, can
*11
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lay claim to greatness. Mr. Bauer belongs to the class of players who have no
mannerisms, but whose prime object is to give an intelligible and appreciative
exposition of the composer's purpose, thereby revealing his own aristocratic
style and artistic finish.
The music lovers in the College share the regret which is felt everywhere
because of the illness of Madame Fannie Blumfield-Zeisler, which has occasioned
the cancelling of all her engagements. Her coming here had been looked for
ward to with much expectation.
Among the features now awaited is the band of John Fhilip Sousa, whose
career as bandmaster has been greatly admired and praised over the world.
But the climax of musical events for 1906, is to come with Lillian Nordica, who
is probably7 the world s sweetest singer to-day. She is to sing at the annual
Musical Festival, and comes to the Industrial Institute and College alone of all
other places south of St. Louis.
\\ ho can say what all these wonderful visions may mean to those devoted
to the art of music? Each time the truth comes back anew that
"Music is the Prophet's art;
Among the gifts that God hath sent.
One of the most magnificent!"
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College Chapel,
Friday Night, December 1st, 1905,
Miss Marie Nichols,
Violinist.

Miss Isabel Moore, Accompanist.

Program
Sonata Op. 13

Grieg

Lento Doloroso
Allegretto Tranquillo
Allegro Animato
Andante and Finale from Concerto Op. 64

Mendelssohn

Introduction and Rondo Capricioso

Saint Saens

F aust F antasic

Wieniawski

Under Exclusive Management in the South
New Dixie Lyseum Bureau,
Columbus, Mississippi.
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Program
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i. Faschingschwank

Schumann

Allegro

Romance
Intermezzo

2.

(a) Gavotte
(b) Scherzo in E minor
(c) Rhapsody in G minor
(d) Etude "The Wind"

3 . (a)

Etude in D flat

(b) Ballade in G minor
4 . (a)

Impromptu in G flat

(b) Etude en forme de Valse

Scherzo
Finale
Gluck-Brahms
Mendelssohn
Brahms
Alkan
Liszt
Chopin
Schubert
Saint Saens

Callaway-Orr Literary Society
Motto: Labor is Genius

FANNIE NEWELL

NELLIE KEIRN
Second Term President

First Term President

Colors:
Pink and Green

Flower:
La France Rose

LENA ELLINGTON
Anniversarian

Callaway-Orr Literary Society

Officers of 1905
Anniversarian

LENA ELLINGTON
FANNIE NEWELL..

,,

Vice-President

PAULINE WHITTEN

Recording Secretary

SALLIE CHAMBERLAIN

,.

Corresponding Secretary

I\RTIS SMITH
ANNA FULLER.

/ reasurer

OLIVE SULLIVAN
EMMA MAY LANKY
LOUISE BOSCHERT
PEARL GUYTON

..

President

[

Chaplain
Sergeants

.

Officers of 1906
NELLIE KEIRN
BESSIE MABRY.
EVA BOLLING
MABEL BUNCH
LLOYD PACE
OLIVE SULLIVAN
HATTIE

MCKINSTRY.

ALICE COOK
SALLIE PARNELL.

res iden
Vice-President
Recording Secretary
• Corresponding Secretary
reasurer
Critic
Chaplain
. Sergeants

Members

GEORGIA BEST

KATIIERINE MCKINNON
MARY MCCLURE

MABEL BUNCH

AI.LIE MCNEILL

LOUISA BOSCHERT

BESSIE MABRY

SUE ELLA BELFORD

ANNIE MILLER

EVA BOLLING

FANNIE NEWELL

ALMA BOLLING

MARGARET NEILSON

CONSTANCE BONNSLAGEL

SALLIE PARNELL

ALICE COOK

ALMA PHILLIPS

ZETTIE CURRY
LLOYD PACE

ELBUR CRIGHTON

HALL RAINWATER

SALLIE CHAMBERLAIN

LEILA MAY SHELL

ANNA FULLER

MILDRED SMITH

MONIE FRANKS

MYRTIS SMITH

ELISE GRIFFIN

EMMA MAY LANEY

PEARL GUYTON

LULA TUNISON

NELLIE KEIR

OLIVE SULLIVAN

ADELLE LEIGH

OUIDA WRAY

HATTIE MCKINSTRY
SUSIE MCKAY

PAULINE WRITTEN

LOUISE WILLIAMSON
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William Morris

As an Exponent of England^ Literary, Artistic, and Social Conditions during
the Nineteenth Century.

A

MID the complexity of English activity and thought of the nineteenth
century, whether they were directed toward literature, art, political
social, or industrial life, the one idea of progress, improvement a per
fecting of conditions and attainments, permeated. In all lines of work, there
was a spirit of struggle which implied dissatisfaction with present surroundings
and a longing for better ones. All England seemed to be disturbed by the stir
of change. In the political world, a revolution, peaceable and legal, yet never
theless a revolution was going on; people were clamoring for a more demo
cratic government; the middle classes were demanding suffrage and equal
rights with the aristocracy in government offices. Nor was this struggle for
equality confined to political power alone, for there was a desire for all people
workmen and land-owners, poor and rich, to be recognized as on the same
social basis. Nay, even there were a few, the socialists, who insisted that power
wealth and property, should be equally divided among all, so that no man
should be richer than another, nor the workman live any less comfortably than
the person under whom he worked. Perhaps this belief in social equality grew
out of the system of manufacturing and industrial pursuit which then prevailed
m England. In the nineteenth century, England made wonderful advances
m science; new facilities of production, transportation, and locomotion, were
found. (ities became centers of manufacturing interests, while land and seas
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were encircled with quick and easy means of intercourse. Yet through the
invention of machinery for manufacturing articles hitherto made entirely by
hand, the price of labor was reduced so much, that the laborer received only a
scanty living for his toil, while the manufacturers reaped all the benefits of
inventions; for they became rich in the proportion that their hirelings grew
poor.
All these changes in political, social, and industrial England found an
echo in her literature. Poets and prose-writers looked out from their world
of dreams upon this rush of progress; some, with Tennyson, said that it was
good, and entered into it; while others felt that it had brought them evil days.
These latter claimed that in the hurry of modern industrialism, the spiritual
and contemplative life of man was destroyed, since he had no time in which to
cultivate the finer qualities of his nature, or to enjoy the beauty of the world
about him. Hence art as applied to architecture, decoration and designing
suffered greatly during the century, for in the haste to produce a number and
variety of articles, little time was spent in beautifying them. Painting, until
the advent of Pre-Raphaelitism, became more and more conventional. Art
was produced out of art itself, for there was a tendency for modern painters to
copy the styles of former artists; so that all true love of the natural was ab
sorbed in conventionality. Thus, in all phases of English life of the nineteenth
century, a spirit of change was working.
In attempting to give a true conception of the conditions, movements,
and reformations, prevalent in England's social, political, industrial, artistic,
and literary life, during the nineteenth century, I have chosen William Morris
as their best exponent and interpreter. For in this age of confusion and trans
ition, William Morris lived, a man who first or last influenced all of its various
activities, its literature as a novelist and poet, its art as a Pre-Raphaelite painter,
a designer and decorator, its politics as a socialist and its industry as a reformer.
Morris lived and worked in the nineteenth century, yet he did not love it. As
he looked about him at the people struggling, struggling ever, he felt that the
days of the middle ages, when men were contented, were happier times. The
many-sidedness of human life about him was annoying to him. He saw that
the joy and peace which should be experienced from living was all lost in the
heat of complicated action. Men of his time seemed to him only tools in the
hands of a sovereign, Ambition, who gave them no rest. Hence, he turned to
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, where he found people living simple,
quiet lives. He delighted to think on these people; their happy modes of liv
ing, their strong, healthy bodies, and above all, their joy in life, were to him
a pleasing contrast with the nervous, excited people around him. His appre
ciation of those ages is portrayed in his novels, for his "Well at the World's

End," "Sundering Flood," "Roots of the Mountains," and "Water of the
Wondrous Isles," deal not with the strife of his century, but with the simple
lives of medieval times. In these books, Morris is transported to the land of
romance and fantasy, to the days of the Icelandic sagas and the heroic Vikings.
He moves among them as certainly as if they were bodily about him; he feels
their emotions so strongly that his words are uttered in their simple, natural
language. When he tells of the Woollanders, the Shepherd-folk and the Dales
men, who abode at the roots of the mountains,' he must have wished that he
were one of them, so beautiful did their manner of living seem to him. For
he says, "thus then lived this folk in much plenty and ease of life, though not
delicately nor desiring things out of measure. They wrought with their hands
and wearied themselves; and they rested from their toil and feasted and were
merry; to-morrow was not a burden to them, nor yesterday a thing which they
would fain forget; life shamed them not, nor did death make them afraid
As for the Dale wherein they dwelt, it was indeed most fair and lovely and they
deemed it the Blessing of Earth, and they trod its flowery grass beside its rip
pled streams amidst its green tree-boughs proudly and joyfully with goodly
bodies and merry hearts." This then shows Morris's ideal of living; to work,
yet be happy, to have beautiful surroundings, to be able to rest when weary'
and to be contented always. So he shut himself in from the world of his Eng
land where he saw people laboring unceasingly amid ugliness and barrenness,
.tie lived m fancy m
"The dear Dale where born was the kindred,
Here wend we all living and liveth our mirth,
Here afoot fares our joyance whatever men hindered
Through all wealth of the heavens, all storms of the'earth.
O, true, we have left here a part of our treasure
The ashes of stout ones, the stems of the shield.
But the bold lives they spended have shown new pleasure
Fair tales for the telling in fold and in field.
For as oft as we Sing of their edges upheaving,
When the yellowing windows shine forth on the night.
Their names unforgotten with song interweaving
Shall draw forth dear drops from the depth of delight."

The same spirit of fantasy which pervades the prose writings of Morris
«.
poetical creations
Ihe Earthly Paradise,
Jason, and "Defence of Guinevere," are but the
legends of former times collected and woven into beautiful nances
By
the recital of these stories, Morris attempts to instill in his readers some love
for the folk-lore of past centuries. "Sigurd, the Volsung," however, is more
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than a romance; it is a truly great epic. Morris's love for the old northern
legends was deepened by a visit he paid to Iceland. Here, he saw the thorps
and the dales, where the heroic men of the north had dwelt. As he viewed the
littleness and helplessness that had taken the place of the passion and violence
of which the authors of the Icelandic sagas had written, a feeling of immeasur
able sadness came over him. The brave sturdy lives of those men had filled
him with respect and devotion, when he read of them in old legends. But now
he perceived them all departed, and as a mark of his admiration for them, he
put into verse the "Great Story of the North," in his epic, "Sigurd, the Volsung." This is the tale of Sigmund, the Volsung and Sigurd, his son. It deals
with brave deeds and adventure in attempts at righting the wrong, with the
wonderful exploits of Sigurd who humbled the foes of God and restored the
Gold of the Waters to Regin, its lawful possessor. It tells how Sigurd found
Brynhild sitting on a throne with gold upon her head; how he felt that the
deeds he had done and should do were woven in her golden sheen; it is the story
of love that endureth forever, of faith kept secure through all trouble, of noble
and heroic endeavor. Thus, Morris wrote of the legends of romance; thus he
conceived the lives of men of former ages when life was valued for the pleasure
and good derived from it, and not, as the people of Morris's own time regarded
it, for the worldly gain it brought with it. The simplicity and goodwill of those
times in contrast with the competition of his day drew Morris so strongly that
he loved to sit dreaming of them better than mingling with the world about
him.
But literature was not the only phase -of English life which Morris influ
enced, for though in literature, Morris was a dreamer, in the field of art he was
a most untiring worker. While pursuing his studies at Oxford with reference
to being a church-man, he met Burne-Jones, who was also there for the same
purpose. They began to study art, architecture, and decoration together.
Soon it was decided that neither should take orders, but that Burne-Jones
should become a painter and Morris an architect. This was a most important
step in Morris's life, for it opened to him the broad career which he afterward
followed. He, then and always gave to the word, architecture, an immense
meaning, for he saw that it connected at a thousand and one points with all the
various branches of human industry. Hence, in choosing to become an archi
tect, he became painter, craftsman, builder, manufacturer, designer, decorator,
a worker in glass and textile stuffs, and a printer all in one. As a member of
the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood of Artists, he heartily approved of that sys
tem of painting that removed conventionality and stiffness from pictures, and
substituted in their place simplicity and natural form. He began his work as
an architect in building the Red House at Upton. This was an L-shaped house
IIQ
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with two stories covered by a high roof. On the outside it was plain and una
dorned, depending upon its proportion and surrounding gardens and trellises
for its pleasing effect. Morris hoped to make the inside of this house the most
beautiful in the world, but, alas, when he came to furnish and decorate it, noth
ing except a few carpets and some china could be found that he thought lovely
enough to put in it. So the firm of "Morris and Company" was incorporated
for the purpose of designing and manufacturing articles of household decoration.
From now on Morris became absorbed in art. He became chief manager of
the firm. His work broadened; he began to make designs for silks, carpets,
cotton, and woolen goods, glass windows, doors, mantels, and soon he took up
the work of dyeing. At that time, eastern dyes were the only good ones, but
Morris determined to produce colors in England that should equal the lustre
of Persian fabrics. Accordingly, he set up his dye-pots in London, where, by
day and often far into the night, he worked trying to obtain the desired tone
of color. About this time he became associated with a Society for the Protec
tion of Ancient Buildings. In accordance with his standards of literature and
art, he believed that the attempts then being made to renew old buildings were
destroying their beauti . Thus for a year, he spent his energv in preserving
England's fine old buildings. As a printer and publisher of books, Morris did
his best and loveliest work of art. W ith the help of Burne-Jones he illustrated
his writings and translations, his friend doing the painting while he drew designs.
His books were nearly all hand-made. Added to their beauty of design and
illustrations, was the marvelous neatness and loveliness of their bindings. Mor
ns, during his life-time, bought 'and preserved many old valuable engraved
manuscripts. He loved these hand-made books, as if they were people. They
were relics, not only of past ages which he admired so reverently, but also of
the wonderful works of former artists whom he honored. These manu
scripts lacked the artificiality of printed works; the very spirit of their au
thors seemed to glow in their pages. Morris wished to see natural beauty m
everything. This was his conception of the purpose of art. His chief aim was
to reproduce in his work some spirit of the beauty and truth he found in nature.
Yet Morris believed that beauty, simplicity, and naturalness should not
only abound m art and literature, but also in the practical, working life of men
But when he viewed the industrial world of England, he saw only the sordidness
and ugliness which the invention of machinery and the erection of factories
had brought about. What were once grassv meadows were now covered with
smoky buildings; the silence of nature was replaced bv the hum of machinery
groups of bare cottages took the place of his loved woods and flowers
The
cities also had suffered. Even Oxford, once calm and impressive, now teemed
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with hurrying, hustling crowds. Rumbling vehicles laden with merchandise
ran through the streets. Wharves where once graceful eddies played, were
now blocked with ponderous ships. Smoke and dust from factory and furnace
covered everything. They hovered over the cities shutting out even the last
glimpse of nature, the sky. Morris's artistic sensibilities were shocked; he
felt that he had fallen on evil days; he exclaims,
"The world is too much with us; soon or late,
Getting and spending we lay waste our powers."

Everywhere he turned he saw the work-a-day world staring at him—the
world of strife, of noise, of hurry, of competition. All seemed discord and
ugliness. The pinched, nervous faces of the people implied that life brought
them little joy. The men, laboring in the factories, forced as they were to work
all day long at one thing, possibly only fastening a handle on one toy after an
other, had lost all delight they ever took in their work because of this monotony.
Since they began no article that they ever saw finished, even the satisfaction
of seeing "something accomplished, something done," was denied them. Then,
too, their dingy ugly surroundings, smothered am? love or appreciation of the
beautiful things in life. Their souls, capable of experiencing love and joy,
perished before the bald realism of constant toil. Such was the condition of
industrial England as Morris saw it. But he was not content to live idly amid
such evil surroundings; he realized the bad condition of English labor and
industry, and set to work to reform it. In his own factories and shops, he had
as much of the work done by hands as possible. He sought to create in his labor
ers some joy in their work. They were required to make only useful articles, and
instead of working unceasingly, they were allowed to rest when they grew
weary. He gave his working-men pleasing surroundings. Flowers and trees
were planted in his factory yards. At Merton Abbey, where his weaving and
printing establishments were arranged, a clear lake of water stood in the midst
surrounded by waving grasses. Groves of trees furnished cool shades, while
vines over the windows shut out the hot sun. Work there became a joy.
However, Morris's influence was felt quite as strongly on the social and
political world of England as it had been in her industrial life, for although he
sought to bring beauty and pleasure into the lives of the working class, yet his
efforts did not end here, for he found that they lacked something more than hap
piness since even just recompense for their work was withheld from them.
They toiled day after day, but received only a scanty living for their work,
while, on the other hand, their employers became richer and richer. Morris
thought that this condition of affairs was unjust. The only remedy he could
find was "Socialism," a broad system which required not only the equal dis121

tribution of wealth .property, and power, but also approved of equality in social
standing. Morris, though born and educated an aristocrat, believed socialism
to be the only way to cure the evils existing in the social and industrial life of
England. Believing that the exercise of energy is man's chief pleasure, he
advocated the system of communal socialism, in which there should be no em
ployer and hireling, but all should labor together. He declared that wealth
should be equally distributed among all. Thus, competition, the enemv to
man's contentment, would be destroyed, and mutual association could take
the place of national and individual rivalry. Then all people would be fellows,
working together in peace and harmony for the greatest good and development
of every one. Then, the ornamental part of life could be built up, for only
when people are relieved of the necessity of struggling for a living, could they
turn their thoughts to the needs of their artistic natures. All work, Morris
claimed, should be made attractive, and exercised amid pleasant surroundings.
Thus man s faculties, both of usefulness and enjoyment, could be cultivated
so that he would at the same time be benefiting his neighbors and improving
himseli. To accomplish this end, Morris saw that the equal distribution of
property and wealth would be necessary. Hence, he conceived socialism to be
the hope and ideal of a new society founded in loving fellowship, whose aim
should be the common welfare and peace and happiness of men.
Thus, Morris set his ideal of life before him, and followed it undeviatingly
through all the various paths that it lead him. Lone and solitary he stands
as the great personality of his century, lonely because his views of living differed
so greatly from those of his associates that he could have no affinity for them
He loved beauty and simplicity; they cared for wealth and material promts;
he hoped for an age when men should seek in all things to help one anotherwhile they thought only of the time and the means by which each should ad'
vance his own interests. Thus he lived and worked in the face of strong oppo
sition, hoping to set up in his country a standard of noble and high living
At
times his efforts seemed useless, yet he never grew disheartened. He believed
implicitly that people would sometimes realize that the rush and hurry of mate
rial progress did not conduce to true welfare, but that only simple and harmo
mous living could bring joy and love and beauty into the lives of men. Nor
did he fret when he saw the reformation of all evil conditions could not* be
accomplished m his own day, for his was a patient, untiring soul. He had
m the final
triumph of his purposes.
His hopes were not in vain for
during his life he saw many of his teachings adopted. And now the existence
of Morris Societies and the increasing publication of hand-made books the
growing love for hand-decorated articles testify that William Morris's influ
ence is still working in the lives of people. Indeed, his earnest and lofty en122
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deavors to help his fellow men are an example to people of all nations to love
and aid one another; his stories of past happy ages bring the message to live
not engrossed in the strife of worldly ambition, but to dwell in truth and sim
plicity; and truly, the life of William Morris, the dreamer of dreams, teaches
men to cherish their spiritual natures, so that in the work-a-day world great
joy and great good may be had from living.
LENA ELLINGTON.

Anniverscirian Callaway-Orr Society.
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"Xo action whether foul or fair
Is ever done but it leaves somewhere
A record written hv lingers ghostly
As a blessing or curse and mostly
In the greater weakness or greater strength
Of the acts, which follow it."

ROM time immemorial, through all the ages of history, woman has occu
pied a position more or less influential. Some great women have labored
in the world and left their names written on the throbbing heart of the
age in which their lots were cast, indeed, as we may say, it, have exerted influ
ences which have been measured and realized definitely. Others have labored
and exerted influences not so marked, but which nevertheless have extended
into parts unknown and worked as undercurrents in the moving tide of civili
zation. Such women we find, have influenced the great spheres of humanity,
as embodied in religion, history, society, politics, and literature. In all these,
we find influences hounded and unbounded, influences perceptible and nonperceptible, influences measured and unmeasured, which are the outcome of
the lives of some women, whose personalities, and precepts have been grafted
in and made a part of their own and following generations.
In the Pagan, as well as in the Christian religion, woman has exerted an
influence. When wc look back upon the account given of the life of Cleopatra
we shudder to think of the influence, which she exerted upon the women o
her time, before Christianity enfranchised and elevated them. The influence
°f Cleopatra was indeed measured and perceptible in the godless, yet brilliant g
Her immorality and life of shallow ease and splendor were typical of the agan
Ionian. This influence blotted out what is grandest and truest
and she withered like a stricken tree—she succumbed before the cot
that froze her noblest impulses and sunk sullenly into obscurity.
How greatly does this contrast with the influence of the humn e
w °man.
As far back as in the days of the prophets, we read of ^eou
noble women, who lived and left the stamp of their lives on the i n l
.
J*
Deborah, of such great Bible fame
LOTS.
E »«.

and the mother of the boy Samuel.

re ahzed

how great an influence she was exerting, when she care u .

This consecrated wo,m ^

trained the son, who afterwards became one of the most famous judges of Israel
Her influence was indeed unmeasured and unbounded. The story of Juditl
is a shining picture of the courage of woman. It pictures a feat of womanb
courage so noble, so devoted, and so successful, that it charmed the world
By its intrinsic beauty alone this tale eventually took the place of history anc
became a chapter in sacred history. Joined with the great age of the recita
of Judith's heroism was the enduring sense of its beauty and it is not to b<
wondered that Christians cling to the book of Judith for its inspiration, courage
devotions and other rare qualities that are always summoned out of heroi
women.
And now in our own age there are women, who go in foreign fields anc
labor to bring all nations to Christ. Their influences are truly unbounded, in
asmuch as they can not be measured but penetrate our whole land. Margare
E. Sangster and Frances Willard, two of our most beloved American women
inspire all who come in contact with them, or their writings, to a nobler anc
higher life, thus exerting an unmeasured influence. All these good women stanc
out in history as "beacon lights," which may serve as guides for all humanity.
After religion as influenced by woman, we next come to history. In nc
sphere is her influence more keenly felt. Again we point to Cleopatra, and thin]
of her power over those men who held the Roman Empire in their hands, bu
let us pass on to a better influence as that exerted by Cornelia, the mother o
the Gracchi. "Why, my sons must I ever be called the daughter of Scipio
rather than the mother of the Gracchi?" Such was the ambitions taunt bi
which the illustrious mother urged her sons on to two rebellions. In these
words addressed to mere youths, we see the shadow of an unbounded influence
Her example was imitated by millions of Roman mothers, and from her sprang
the force which spread the Roman legions over the known world. Plutarch
attributes the eloquence and administrative abilities of the Gracchi as a resul
of their mother's sublime teachings, and on the monument of the daughter o
the greater Scipio was inscribed merely the words, " Cornelia— Mother of the
Gracchi."
Turning from the Romans to the French, the name of Joan of Arc presents
itself among the greatest names of history. The deeds of this humble peasant
girl, who living a pure and religious life, had faith in her mission, changed the
tide of affairs m two nations and endured for herself a martyrdom which is
recognized the world over as saintly. Through the influence of Isabella, the
most illustrious queen of Spam, a new continent was opened to civilization and
the greatest nation of the world was founded. Again we have an influence
which is measured and unbounded.
I he story of Judith found its exact human exemplification in Charlotte
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Corday, young, devout, beautiful and lion-hearted. This maiden took the life
of one of the tyrants of the French Revolution and exerted a powerful influence
over her countrymen. In this period we had also the great and illustrious
queen Marie Antoinette, who was the most central figure of the Revolution, and
was the cause of so much blood shed in that unhappy period.
The late queen Victoria did more for the betterment of the English nation
than any other sovereign before her. Her influence will live forever in other
lands, as well as in the great land, where she ruled. Hers is a most fitting
example of an unbounded influence.
While looking into the history of other countries let us not forget to place
Martha, the wife of our first president, among those other great women who
have made their names glorious. Martha Washington was indeed the mother
of her country. Her influence coupled with that of her husband spread all
over this great United States of ours.
History is not complete without woman, her influence is felt in every country
and generation.
Closely allied with history comes politics; even in this sphere the influence
of woman has penetrated and we present Madame de Maintenon as one of those
great women, who have exerted a powerful influence on the political destinies
of a nation, since she was the life of the French Monarchy for more than thirty
years during the reign of Louis XIV. The power, which she exercised as the
wife of the greatest monarch of her age, was marked and keenly perceptible.
No woman ever ruled with more absolute sway from Queen Esther to Madam De
Pompadour. She influenced the whole court priests, and nobles lowly and high.
The most noticeable feature in the influence which Madame de Maintenon
exerted over the king was in inciting a spirit of religious intolerance, thus caus
ing the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, which was issued in thej reign of
Henry of Navarre. It was an immense political blunder, which no enlightened
man could ever have committed, and which none but a cold and narrow woman
would ever have encouraged. The persecution of the Protestants was the
most cruel and successful of all modern times. It drove from France two
hundred thousand to three hundred thousand of her best people and executed
or confined to the galleys as many more. Such was the result of the influence
of a woman on the politics of her age. However, Madame de Maintenon ex
erted a vast influence in favor of morality and learning, she was the patron of
many distinguished men, who rendered important services to France, whether
statesmen, divines, generals, or scholars. The French people never forgave
her for the political influence which she exerted over the king in such a marked
manner and her reign was always counted as usurpation.
Besides this great
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woman there are others of less fame whose influence have played importan
parts in molding politics.
From politics we arrive at literature, where woman again stands out as
most important personage. Mrs. Browning, George Eliot, Frances Willard
and Madame de Stael, may be taken as typical women, who have exerted influ
ences over the world by their literary productions.
Mrs. Browning has given us an invaluable legacy in her poems, in which
she so beautifully portrays life and character. In a more matter of fact wav
George Eliot, one of the great English novelists, has given us a clear insi^h
into the life of the English people. Her books have a soothing influence on"al
who read them, inasmuch as they are simply and delightfully written. He
style has influenced a great many other writers, and her ennobling influence
causes her to stand out as a leading light in the literary world.
At the head of all the women of genius, Madame de Staid stands out as the
most prominent in her age. She was one of the first, who proved that the.
could do something more than merely write letters. She stands pre-eminent
°Tf; a11 hte?7 WOmen' but also over
Of the men of letters of hei
- '
orinne,
er greatest production is a disguised sarcasm on the
usages of society among the upper classes of her age. The descriptive style is
especially marked and beautiful. The author of "Connne" has forestalled
all poets travelers and even guide books, all successive works are repetitions
or amplications of what she has suggested. Madame de Stael died toJ
,
an influence and accomplished much; if she had lived ionger
no doubt she would have been the greatest female writer who ever lived
Hisformally, she rs memorable for inaugurating a new period of history- with her
gan a new class of female authors whose genius was no longer confined to letters
memoirs, and sensational novels.
tetters,
The life work and success of Madame de Stael has given rise to these craesments.

WhS 2"" T W#h

signs of the progress of society than in the advancing kX^g.Tf 1™
women, and I know of no more splendid future for them than
eueire e theh
brows with those proud laurels, which have ever been accorded toTose who
have advanced the interest of truth and the dominion
the sord-whieh iaum"
they lately won, and which both rea«nn onrii as
men laurel
xpenence assure us that they
may continue indefinitely to win.
'
The influence of woman is imbedded in all phases of knowledge and science
France^

^™
^ ^ -h Millard, Harnet Beecher Stowe, Helen Hunt Jackson, and others.
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What is true of history is also true of literature; it contains the influence of
woman measured and unmeasured.
The wonderful influence of woman is next brought out in society. There
are certain women, whose lives and actions have set a precedent for society.
One very striking precedent was established in the sixteenth century during the
reign of Queen Elizabeth. This queen influenced the life and customs of her
people, and brought about a great change in society.
The most celebrated of the: queens of society was Madame Recamier, the
friend and contemporary of Madame de Stael. This brilliant woman drew
around her all the wealthy and learned men of the age. Her fascinating beauty,
wit, and attractiveness made her the leader of high society.
Her influence
was exerted over all who knew her. She ameliorated woman's place in society
and gave her one of the highest places in it.
Florence Nightengale, the good red cross woman had quite a different
influence on society. She instituted those charitable and benevolent organi
zations which have purely altruistic aims for the betterment and relief of stricken
nations. The name of Florence Nightengale will ever be held sacred by society
for the great good she unselfishly brought about during the period of her life.
Thus we see the influences of women as abounding in every sphere and
every country. Woman is no longer obscure and subservient to, but the equal
of man, she guides and inspires man to nobler ideals, she leads him as it were
into the realms unknown and brings out what is best and highest in him. In
many cases she has changed the destinies of nations, and uplifted society and
literature. Not only is she not obscure in politics, but in some cases shines
out as the equal of man. By means of books, travel, extended intercourse and
by the soaring of an untrammeled soul, woman has begun to shine, guide and
inspire, and become not only the equal of man but in many cases his superior,
his mentor; his guardian, his star of worship in that favored and glorious
realm which is alike the paradise and empire of the world.
In summing up the whole, we look upon the vast influences of women,
some measured and unmeasured; it makes us think and wish to exclaim with
Emerson:
" Knowest thou what argument thyself to thy neighbors creed hath lent."

ANNIE ALBERTA CAULFEILD,

Peyton Anniversarian, '06.
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Since we, the members of the I. R. C. and A. Normal classes, are not elgible to the Peyton and Callaway-Orr Literary Societies, but are, howeve
interested m literature, a society was organized in nineteen hundred and 01
tor our pleasure, as well as for our benefit.
In selecting a name for the society, the members of the preparatory classt
of that year, after careful consideration, decided on "Power," a name take
from Colonel Power, of Jackson, who was at that time one of Mississippi's mos
c is mguished citizens a man of strong deep character full worthy of imitation.
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Program

Piano Solo
FRANKINE KINCANNON
A Sketch of WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT'S Life
ADAH TUCKER
Green River

William C. Bryant
DAISY DUNCAN

Tarrantelle

Josef Low
EFFIE POWELL, LILLIAN FISHER
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TtltE THE members of the Power Literary Society, in keeping with our name
jy chose for our year's subject, "The Power of Poets and Poetry," and
at various times have studied the lives and works of Bryant, Lowell.
Longfellow, and, in a less comprehensive way, Tennyson. Since our topic for
the current year is far too broad to treat in one paper, I have selected for my
subject to-night, "What Our Year's Work has Meant to Us." We are voun«
and of course can not be expected to study the truths of poetry so deeply as we
shall later on m our college career; but we do feel, nevertheless, that we have
leen benefited, and we have also obtained a great deal of pleasure from our
work.
In discussing the poets given above, first, let us speak of William Cullen
Bryant whose first great poem, " Thanatopsis, " may properly be said to be the
beginning of American literature. This great man was born "at Cummmgton,
assachusetts m 1794. I he wonderful development of Bryant's poetic faculty
m early youth, was largely due to the encouragement and training received
from his father. The ,ove of literature and so™ skill m the art of vLe was a
part of the family inheritance. Bryant began to write verses in his eighth
3 ParaPh^ of the first chapter of the Book
ofaTrob0neHe formed'
Job. He formed when he was still a small child, a habit which remained
with him through hfe that of roaming the fields and woods whenever he could
steal an hour from study and care." It was while on one of these rambles
that he wrote " Thanatopsis, " In 1816, Bryant began the practice of law but it
is evident from his poem, "Green River" that this occupation was very distaste
ful to him. Therefore, m 1825, he abandoned law Tnd went to NewYork
where m 1829, he became editor-in-chief of the Evening Post. His career as
a
journalist was, to a remarkable degree, successful and honorable- butT
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and uncertain are the tests of his poetical greatness. The range of his poetic
conceptions was limited and it was a part of his wisdom to recognize the limita
tions of his genius and never to poach upon the domains of other poets. His
thoughts were at times even commonplace, but it was his peculiar merit to be
able to think the most commonplace thoughts with the most uncommon force and
beauty."
We next studied James Russell Lowell, who was born at Cambridge in
1819. In 1838, he took his degree at Harvard and studied law, but, as Bryant
did, he found this profession distasetful and soon learned that his true interest
was in letters.
The following year, after Longfellow resigned the Smith pro
fessorship at Harvard, Lowell was appointed his successor. From this time
on for fully twenty-two years, his profession became the teaching of modern
languages and literature to Harvard undergraduates, but even this employ
ment held but few charms for him. In his poems, the "Picture from Appledore," and "Indian Summer Reverie," "Under the Willows," and also in the
introduction to the first series of the " Bigelow Papers," one finds Lowell's
love for the sights that he saw when a child, that delight and wonder in little
things, which makes the poet. And to us, who see and delight in the same
sights, his poetry should appeal with deep-felt directness. A conspicuous
element in Lowell's works is his sense of humor, which is purely American, keen,
kindly and wholesome, never hesitating to denounce a falsehood, never hesitating to proclaim a truth. No man possessing this sense can fall deeply into
sentimentality. Lowell is the same man in his letters as in his poems. There
is no pose to be put off, no mask to be laid aside. He is, in all his writings,
outspokenly himself. His purity of taste was quite equal to Longfellow's, yet
he was constantly impelled to whimsical extravagance of thought, feeling, and
utterance.
Professor Wendell in speaking of Lowell, says, "Beneath his wildest vaga
ries you will often feel deep earnestness. But he lacked the power generally
to sustain either mood quite long enough to express it with complete effect."
Passing from the interesting study of Lowell, we will now take up the life
and works of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Longfellow was born in 1807 at
Portland, Maine. Being the son of a lawyer who lived in the most prosperous
days of the New England bar, he was fortunate even in birth; and, although
his life was sometimes clouded by deep, personal sorrows, its external circum
stances seem as pleasant as human can be. In youth, Longfellow showed a
delight in poetry and at the early age of fifteen
he went to Bowdoin
College at Brunswick, Maine, where he took his degree in 1825. In 1836, he
accepted the Smith professorship at Harvard College and held this position
until 1854, and from then to the end, Longfellow lived as a professional author.
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Although he was a faithful teacher, he wrote, while holding this responsible
position, much of his most familiar verse. His "Voices of the Night," appearec
m 1839, his "Golden Legend" in 1851. In fact, the work which he did during
his purely literary life hardly extended, although it maintained, his reputation
as a poet which he had established during his twenty-five years of teaching
Longfellow, in contrast to Lowell, was inspired by what he read and not bt
what he saw.
One of Harvard's professors, in speaking of Longfellow's being inspired by
the noble and beautiful records of facts long since dead, says: "Though this
limitation marks Longfellow apart from those great poets who leave immor
tally expressed the meaning of actual life, it has at once the grace of that natura
gift which was perhaps Longfellow's most salient attribute. Wherever he
met the beauties of literature there was something very like the guiltless confi
dence in human nature which inspired the Transcendentalists." Longfellow
never wrote anything more sincere than the "Psalm of Life," which remains
perhaps the most popular of his lyrics. He said of it, "I kept it sometime in
manuscript, unwilling to show it to anyone, it being a voice from my inmost
heart at a time when I was rallying from depression." "The deepest merits
of this poem lie in its gentle simplicity, which unsympathetic minds must be
at pains to distinguish from commonplace." This is true even of its most
familiar stanza:
Life is real! Life is earnest!
And the grave is not its goal
Dust thou art to dust returnest,
Was not spoken of the soul. "

Lastly we take up Alfred Tennyson, the only English poet we selected for
study. He was born at Sombersby in Lincolnshire, in 1809
His bovhood
was passed m his father's country rectory in an atmosphere full of poetry and
music. He began to write verses at an early age and. in 1828, he entered Trinity
College, Cambridge, and became a member of an intimate society called "The
Apostles," which included some of the most brilliant young men of England
Among them was Arthur H. Hallam, the closest friend of Tennyson. Tennvson
was forced to leave college before taking his degree and in 1831 gave himself
up to a poet's life. In his poems, "The Lady of Shallot," "The Lotos Eaters-"
The Palace of Art, and "A Dream of Fair Women," the touch of a "true
dreamer of dreams" is revealed, "gifted with the magic power which translates
visions into music." "The Miller's Daughter," "The May Queen," and "New
\ ear s Eve ''show the strength of one who truly love the rural scenery and com
mon life of England with a love so pure, fresh, and deep that soon he might
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have been able to touch the very hearts of the people. But before this highest
power of the poet's gift could come to Tennyson, he must feel the hand of sorrow
and conflict. This uplifting influence came in the death of Arthur Hallam.
How deeply this grief affected the poet is fully disclosed seventeen years later
in his poem, "In Memoriam." After his friend's death a new spirit seemed
to enter into his poetry—he seemed to view the mystery and meaning of life from
an entirely different view-point. In speaking of Tennyson one author says:
"The great age to which his life was prolonged, the unswerving fidelity with
which he devoted himself to the sole pursuit of his chosen art, the freshness
of spirit which made him delight in labor to the very last, and the fine versa
tility of mind with which he turned from one field of production to another,
brought it to pass that both in amount and in varietv of work, Tennvson stands
in the front rank of English poets."
Hence, from considering the foregoing poets we have found out the ideals,
the hopes, and the aspirations of our greatest American poets and of one of the
most foremost of the English poets. We have sympathized with them in their
doubts and fears, and we have received inspiration from their noble thoughts.
Therefore, let this be only a beginning for us and let us continue our study and
research taking for our motto:
Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.

MAY B. HUGHES,
:I

Anniversarian of the Power Society.
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E. RHETT,
A la mode.

M. ROBERTSOX,
Bout-en-train.

F. NEWELL,
Sur esperance

A. MCNEILL,
Le bons temps viendra.

E. LANEY,
Jamais en arriere.

N. KEIRN,
Pensez a bien.
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T. R. D's.
Colors:

Red and Block

Song.

Motto :

Look out for us

Names
L. BINION

H . SAUNDERS
M. TYSON
E . SHELL
A
T
T
A . L. J A M E S
J MURPHY

K. Cox
M. JOHNSON
F. L. LANN
M. A. LANN

Officers
M . T Y S O N , President
K . Cox, Vice-President
-L. S H E L L , Secretary and Treasurer
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The Ananias Club
Colors
Black and Crimson
Flower
Red Poppy
Aim
To Tell The Biggest

)

Members^..
x

V_

%

NELL CAROTHERS

>\ ,

MAY TERRELL GII

ANNIE L. BURROW^
./
F\{
J/

ONA BELL
JESSIE LEE PRYOR
LIZZIE M. COX

M A R G A R E T M . IS

:K

ISABEL LESLI
A,
5^

J / CARRIE PROWELL
ANNIE E. CRENSHAW, President
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SARAH COT'
EMMA CO
LULA C

,

XV CLUB
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lllotto-1 am goiii to live anyhow til 1 d>e.

Flower-cauliflower

Colore-salmon and olive.

G <iy~ ?ta r boarder

Yell

Corn bread, short cake, pickle and pie,
We're the famous A Y L I;
Corn bread, short cake, pickle and meat,
We're the tony girls and hard to beat.

Motto
If you like it take it

Colors
Crimson and Gray

The Trend of Great Minds
"We are it"

Old Dog Tray
Our Powder BG

Tony Girls
MAGER CALLAWAY
EFFIE YOUNG
LUCILE OLIVER

JULIE MAGRUDER
ALLENE HUGHES
MARIA YOUNG
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Senior! How far distant did that seem, when in our now long past days
of Sophomorehood, we gathered together a meager band—for '06 was not then
very athletic—to uphold the dignity of the Class on the field. By the end of
that year, through hard work and persistent effort, stirring games both lost and
won, we had made for ourselves an enviable name, and were known in the league
as one' —and the ruling one—of our Conquerors.
Having the distinction of being the first Class team organized, we felt great
pride and responsibility, and so labored early and late for the glory of our
beloved violet and lilac. Throughout our Junior year we retained the prece
dence gained in our Sophomoric struggles, and rushed into Senior with colors
flying, hoping that when we must lay down our "arms" there will be said of
us "well done."
Yells
Violet, lilac,
Violet, lilac,
Have you seen our flag?
On to victory, on to victory,
Seniors never lag.
There is a word you can't even spell.
Seniors of that will kindly you yell.
The word is conquer, emphatic with a K—
'06 never loses but always wins the day.
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Senior Basket Ball Team

McNeill
Robertson

F orward

Guard

Rainwater

Laney

Center

Guard

Keirn

White

Guard

Captain

Ellington

Hinton

Guard

F orward

Newell

Shell

F orward

Center

Tunison
Guard

am
Colors
Violet and Lilac

Motto
WE Play to WIN

The Junior Basket-Bail Team
Motto : Go it, Kido
Flower: The Red Carnation

Colors: Red and Gray

A E D , Captain
FRANKS

D O T , Mascot
ECKFORD

WILLIAMSON
PEVEY

MCCLURE
MCGEHEE
GUYTON
HOLMES

BOUTON
DABNEY
Yell

Rip-Rah-Ray!
Rip-Rah-Ray'
Red and Gray!
Red and Gray!
Hurrah!

Guards

EDNA DUNCAN
" B " MOORE
CARY RAINWATER

Forwards

MARY BARRY ROGERS
MAGGIE KELLY
JETT MORGAN

LUCILE OLIVER
"BABE" MCGEHEE
ETHEL LAWRENCE

Captain

T -<
T
ETHEL LAWRENCE

Masot

T
T
J U L I A LIPSCOMB

Motto: Live fighting, but die game

Yell

Sntpperv, snappery, ziffery, snacks
M ho are we but the Cracker-Jacks ?
What do we do?—Play Basket-Bali,
hat do they do?—Nothing 'tall.
Colors: Crimson and Olive.

A. Normal Basket-Bail Team

PATTISON

B. GASTON

Captain

O. REDUS

Forward

M. REDUS

Guard

E. HAND

Forward

PRUITT

D. DUNCAN

Guard

Colors: Lilac and Light Green

Center

POLK

Grabber

Guard

DIMOND

Center
Motto: "To win or die'

Yell

Hi, Heigh, Ho. Away we go,
We're the best, We know its so,
For we're A. Normals, Don t you know.

The Jolly Four

Colors:
Motto:

White and Green

Play in the afternoon and study some other time

Members
RUTH HATHORN
PATTIE GARRETT

JIMMIE SONES
FRANKIE WIGGINS

The Sports
Motto: We raise a racket at the right time
Colors: Maroon and Azure Blue
Mascot: Marsden Y. Waddell
Partners

Emblem : The Red Rose

Partners

MONIE H. FRANKS
MARION V. HEARD

MARTHA ECKFORD
ANNIE BOB DABNEY
Headquarters: The Tennis Court

The Merry Wheelers
Motto : Rise or fall, Skate or quit.
PassWord: No screws loose.
Highest Ambition: A good, smooth floor.
Paraphernalia: Screws and straps.

A L L I E M C N E I L L , Ring Leader

w

^

F A N N I E M I T C H E L L , Timid Lady
KATE W
A
S M A L L W O O D , Star Skater
N
A N N I E C A U L F E I L D , Flying Ted.

BE:

MERIDIAN TEAM

Mascot:

GEORGIE RICHARDSON
:
;ELL

vt

Colors:

NELL
NIOLON
VIRGIE
SPINKS

DOUGLAS HODGE

MARY
DUNLAP
WINNIE
DUNLAP

Motto: We can because we believe we can
irnet and Old Rose

Yell
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Ream!
Who plays Basket-Ball'
TV.Meridian Team."

MAMIE THOMPSON
LOUSIE MCCORKLE

Flower.

Poppy

Motto:

Aim to be conquerors not conquered

„ ,
Colors: Olive and Golc

Hurrah! Rah!
Hurrah! Ray!
The Freshman team
Knows how to play.
We are the best;
Ahead of the rest;
We beat them all
At Basket-Bail

.1*

The Hockey Club
Rushes
ANNIE CAUI.FIELD
ALLIE MCNEIL
KATE SMAI.LWOOD

BETTY WHITE
MARY B. ROGERS

Forwards
NELLIE KEIRN

CORINNE LATHAM

MARY ROBERTSON

Half Back
MARION HEARD

NANNIE KOGER

Goal Keeper
IDA MITCHELL

L

I

None Such Basket-Ball Team
Yell

Boomalaka, Boomalaka
Sis boom bah i
Coomalaka, Coomalaka
Cah, Cah, Cah
None such, None such
Rah, Rah, Rah.

Colors: Orange and Black
Flower: Black-Eyed Susan

*

The "Lucky Nine" Base-Ball Team
Emblem: "HorseShoe"

Flower: Four-leaf Clover

Motto: Good as any, Better than some

Razzle—Dazzle, Razzle-Dazzle
Zip-Zar Zine.
Cheer for us, Cheer for us
We're the"Lucky Nine."

The High-Ball Basket-Bail Team
Yell
For good players you'd call?
We're it, we beat them all.
Knock 'em out and they don't fall
For we're the members of the High Ball.

Motto: Always drink to the health of your team
Colors: Red and Champagne

Names
K . Cox, Captain
L. MCMILLAN

M. ROBBINS
M. AMES
L. FERRIS
C. B E N O I T
A. BENOIT

L- BIXIOX
K. PHILLIPS

Favorite Songs
Keep a Cozy Corner In Your Heart
Nobody Looking But The Owl And The Moon
Every Little Bit Helps
Come Take A Trip In My Airship
Won't You Fondle Me?
Save It For Me
Teasing
Sweetie Don't
Shame On \ ou

1

"The Kid Sub"
HE sun was going down behind the dormitories. The darkness was fast
gathering. A group of girls on the basket-ball field were still playing,
making the most of the light which remained. The spectators who,
a short while before had covered the hill overlooking the field were all gone
except one. This one, a small figure silhouetted against the gray sky behind
it, was still watching the game.
The enthusiastic players were at last compelled to stop; and now ex
hausted, turned their steps toward the dormitory. Quickly the figure on the
hill rose and, for a moment, its whole form stood out against the sky. The
form was that of a little girl with dresses to her knees.
"Who is that, Mary?" asked one of the players of the umpire.
"Search me," answered Mary. "She's a queer little thing. I have seen
her there in the same place every time that we have played and she always
stays longer than any one else. I suppose she is some new girl who has not
made an}' friends yet. I am going to wait for her."
So the umpire lessened her pace and waited for the other's approach, while
her friend joined the other players. Along came the figure from the hill, a
small child, apparently shy, whose features could not be distinguished in the
dim glow of the late evening. The umpire put her hand on the child's shoulder.
"I was just waiting for you. How did you like the game?"
"O, so much," she replied, with enthusiasm.
Thus begun, the umpire learned that the child was a bright, intelligent
I. R. C., very much interested in basket-ball, but who, for some reason, did not
play.
When thev entered the College the umpire went her way and forgot the
smal l c h i l d , a n d t h e c h i l d w e n t h e r w a y , b u t d i d n o t f o r g e t t h e u m p i r e . T h e
child went to her room and found her room-mates out. Then she began to think
of home. How she wished she were there now playing and romping with
brothers. How she missed her play with them. At home she was almost a
boy herself. Therefore, it seemed out of place now not to be able to enjo}
such boyish sports again. Basket-ball was delightful, she thought. She would
observe the game and teach it to her brothers. She was very anxious to tr\
her hand at playing it, and felt that once she had the chance to play, she would
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3 ake a splendid player. But she would never get the opportunity. And the
umpire! How she admired the umpire! And the umpire had spoken to her
that evening Such thoughts coursed through the child's mind until her room
mates entered and interrupted her.
"Here, Kid, do you know how to play ball?

We need a sub "

and tha e tth a 1 1 C h l l d a W ° k e i t 0 t h C r e a l l z a t i o n t h a t s h e was the person addressed
d that the umpire was asking her to play as a substitute. Yes she knew the
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J hree o'clock came. The girls began to assemble on the hill each con
spicuously displaying the color of her favored team and giving the veil
>^11 went up as the Freshman team came up. Where were the
,
,° ° n e k n e W ' P r o m t h e opposite direction a veil arose. Around
the drive and urging forward the staid old College horse as fast as possible,
came the I. B. C. s, colors flying and fairly swamping the bodv of the wagon
twisted into the wheels, and covering the shafts and harness of the horse—making
a vivid contrast of scarlet and orange.
Amid loud yells and general noise the I. B. C.'s drove up.
A few minutes afterward the game was called. Silently, the girls ran
nut upon the field and took their places. The referee came on with the ball.
The umpire, time-keeper, and scorer separated themselves from the crowd and
walked down to the field.
During the first few minutes the game was not especallv good.
The I. B. C.'s were excited over their first match game and fumbled the
ball several times, several fouls were called against them. Time was called
at the end of the first half of the game, the score stood three to five in favor of
the Freshman.
During the rest, the captain of the I. B. C.'s spoke to her men.
"We must win the game. That's all there is to it. Do your best, girls,
and show them what you can do."
The second half was called. The game started off swimmingly—the ball
was passed with no fumbling, they were hard and sure, the guarding was good.
Both sides played so well that for a while neither side scored. At one moment
in the game the ball was thrown from the I. B. C. side to the other. One of
the I. B. C. guards slipped up to intercept it, and, unsuccessful, slipped and fell
to the ground with a badly sprained ankle.
"A sub! A sub!" cried everyone.
The umpire offered a suggestion to the captain.
"But I don't know her," said the captain impatiently, much put out by
her negligence in providing a substitute.
"I'll guarantee her," was the reply.
So dazed and bewildered the Kid was brought on the field and placed in
the center.
Before she had had no especial desire that her Class team should
win, but now she knew it must, and she would do all in her power to bring about
As'the placing advanced the child's skill forced itself upon the recognition
of the spectators. ' Time and again she made good plays, her forte lay m intertlU
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cepting the ball when thrown to her opponent's side and in knocking it back
The game was drawing to a close. The score stood seven to seven. Only
a few minutes were left to win or lose the game. The ball went soaring over
the "Kid's" head on its way to the enemy's side, she tried to knock it back
but she could not. The ball passed over, only to be met by a I. B. C. guard
and sent back home. Again it was thrown to the side of the enemy
Gathering herself up the "Kid" gave a leap until her hand was on the
ball, ^ and with a sure stroke knocked it full in her captain's hand.
"Hurrah for the sub! " went up from the hill, without delay the ball
rose from the captain's hand and fell into the basket of the orange and scarlet
and the whistle blew for the end of the game.
Eight to seven'" "Hurrah for the sub!"
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A June Wedding

<§

•V ONE of my rambles through the country, I came across an old-fashion
ed flower garden; but instead of that primness and quaintly dignified
appearance which one usually finds in gardens of this kind", I noticed
that there was a stir and bustle of excitement over everything. The tall and
stateh hollyhocks, usually so unbending and austere, were nodding and shak
ing their beautiful heads, evidently much moved over something. The red and
gold hlies over by the fence were carrying on a very animated conversation,
which was again and again broken into by the pinks and daisies, all glowing in
their holiday dresses of crimson and white. The birds and butterflies were
fluttering and flitting here and there, and everywhere, while the big handsome
peony had actually forgotten to send a sweet message to his love, the white
lily. Even the quiet, modest little violets were very much wrought up over
something.
Turning to an old oak tree near by, I asked the cause of all this stir and
confusion.
"O!" he said, "do you not know, have you not heard, that this is the
wedding-day of the white rose and the south wind?"
I replied that I had not heard and begged that he would tell me all about
it. He said he would gladly do so, so I lay down on the mosses at the foot of
the old tree, and while he waved his great branches over me, he half sang, half
told the story of the wooing of the south wind:
The white rose had many lovers. The tall sunflower, who was now looking
at her with sorrowful eves, had loved her ever since she was a tiny rose-bud,
playing hide and seek with him. Then the boisterous north wind came by and
forgot to be rude in the presence of the gentle rose. Oh. there were many others,
the sunshine came everv day and told her of his love, while the oriole, with
the beautiful brown breast, sang in vain of the longing in his heart. Tet,
strange to say, to all these wooers, the rose was indifferent. Alas! one da}
the south wind came through the garden, and when he passed this fair one.
lingered near her, for he thought she was the most beautiful rose he had ever
seen
Everv dav and everv night he came. Every time he lingered near the
l o V ed one, wooing her with soft and gentle words, with songs and stories of his
own southland and of the home he would make for her there. And throug
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all this the white rose hung her graceful head and blushed; yet she never refused
to listen, and was lonely when he was not near. Here the old tree was interruntil
by the arrival of the south wind who had come to claim his bride All the
flowers raised their pretty heads to greet him as he passed, and joined m the
glorious chorus of the birds and boos. And so the beautiful bride rose was ear
ed on the bosom of her lover to his home in the southland
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"Mosses From An Old Manse"

A FALSE ALARM

It was long past eleven o'clock; the girls in the dormitory had been quiet
about two hours. The fire in the grate was slowly dying out, and still one of
the Seniors, the brave, studious Bess, sat in "Narwe Cotage" bent over her
pile of English books. The other girls in the room had forgotten their worries
and gone to the happy land of dreams.
Bess looked up from the depths of her Chaucer and suddenly realized that
she alone was awake in that house, and on the first floor, too. She wondered
if Lena had fastened the hall door—she remembered that the lock on the window
had been broken that very day. Bess had heard some queer stories about this
peculiar old house before the Seniors took charge of it. It had been called
"The Haunted House," and the girls at the College said—but list! what sound
was that? A rustling of the dry leaves on the trees just outside her window'
But, of course, it was only the wind and no girl would be afraid of the wind.
Bess gave herself a shake and returned to Chaucer, but for some reason
she could not become absorbed in her work again. She thought of the two
faithful night-watchmen on the campus, but she was in Senior cottage, which
is some distance from the dormitory and is surrounded by tall, gaunt trees.
Surelv she heard noises outside and could occasionally see faint shadows fall
upon the window. What should she do if the window were to be raised r
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Oh, how our heroine longed to waken her sleeping room-mates, vet with
qualms of conscience, she remembered that she had always boasted of her
bravery. Oh, what unearthly groan did she hear ? Certainly, that hideous
noise coming seemingly from every direction, was not made by anv living
s
mortal creature.
"
Poor trembling Bess in this still and half darkened room thought she had
ncwe.r lear suc st™ggling and such moans
Then came one terrible, bloodcurdhng yell and a heavy thud against the wall, which made the windows
and °ne b°Und' BeSS
her ,1? &
her head under the pillow and lav sobbing.

reached the bed

where she buried
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etber
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or not"—she hardly dared to thiT' T ,
I am to teach, and whether
1
r
t<3Er
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thoughts—"whether or not Car/ ^ °
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But now the girls are all ready, and they go a joyful, happy, throng, to the
lower salarmm, the appointed place of meeting. The weird appearance of the
produced partly by the absence of all light, except that which was able
to linker through the eyes, noses, and mouths of the "pumpkin people," and
partly by the presence of a few white-robed creatures of supernatural origin,
fill- every one with an unaccountable "creepy" feeling. The little dark-faced,
bl ; " k-eyed witches, especially the one over in the corner by the stairway, add
much to the strangely mystic charm here; the tall white figures are gliding
silently 1 awkward and forward through the entire length of the room; the witches
arc busying themselves in the telling of many stories, some of an uncanny and
ghost-like nature, others of a mysterious trend, and still others in the form of
a prophecy. The little sharp featured, black-eyed creature by the stairway
appears to be leader among this prophetic type, and it is to this revealer of fate
that Bonita turns in her eagerness to know what The Three Sisters have in store
for her. The little woman takes the girl's hand, examines it carefully, uttering
now and then a groan. Finally she speaks:
Alas! dark maiden, woe to thee!
That thou didst come this night to me.
Thv future years are filled with grief.
Reveal thy fate? I had as lief
Have been invoked to destroy
The growing hopes of ancient Troy.
But, gentle maid, if thy will be
To learn what faith doth hold for thee,
I first pronounce, my lovely lass,
Thou shalt not finish with thy class.
Then second would I have you hear
Thou shalt not go to Vassar, dear.
Thv future life is filled with woe:
\o gladness wilt thou ever know:
Henceforth the one thou lowest well
Shall in a foreign country dwell.
Moreover thou shalt hear his name
Among great men of widespread fame.
Thl.n.

too. if thou wouldst know still more,

I'd gladlv spare thee grief so sore
But since thou dost not so entreat
I shall hide the woes thou It meet.
Tlrit
Another maiden he shall wed.
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Howe'er heart rending this may be,
There is as yet a worse decree.
"Proclaim this last," oh, do you say?
Unfortunate one, 'twould leave no ray.
Thy calm bosom would heave a sigh.
For it is, dear child, thou shalt—

We th0h'b?°mta'

yOU naUghty' nauShty

girl! what did you go to sleep for?

!1idn-,'UdWere

nuasked
^
^ °V6r' and' °f C0Urse' as we were
masked, didn t discover our mistake till too late to come for vou " These
were the words that roused the dreaming girl as her class-mates came runniiw
upstairs after their return from the reception.

CAUSE AND EFFECT
In the Garden of Time thorp ic o
alloted to each one of us, in which we mav^Wo iTf' °nI"' d ^
V6'
to reach that sphere, and fill that nlace f
\ i
?
^ F
to each girl of " Narwe Cotage" there is'an d
^
^
with a kind of vearninv -> s
ideal life toward which she looks
ever, with all her yearning'
idleness but throno-h m, v
^Fort'he0011^^

Can not

^ ^
Sam her F°mt by mere
thlS reS°Urce Md

&

her; and be^uroVa^^iLettr'wMch't ^ C°mpleteness' has dawned UP°"
S JUSt received from a "special"
young man friend, who is takincr n
&
d
C
UrSe
m
we see a thoughtful looking 9
°
English m a northern university,
"Narwe Cotage,"^ W table * - «PPer room of
Nonne Preestes Tale."
she is thinking of the nhdoln ' "i 5 T &
Whether
ha
we do not know; but evidf+I
^ ® d°n6 and must do in this study'
thoughts; for

the letter from her friend^eacTth'

ChaUCer'S

English enters her

y°U llOW happy I was made by your
last letter, in which vou sairl^
that you are now doing much ^ 'I I 'e;yun the study of Middle English; and
perhaps I am too enthusiastic or^tl °SiCa} .W°rk m that study. My dear girl,
!hiS-°r What could concern ;;u n-r?SU5!rt: ^ ^ concerns me most is
ever remembered) decided to dmore- Have we not in a time Ppast ,(but forto cos, „„r lots together whOT we sha]1 have fimshed

t 0 T A m e r i c a n ' w h a t i s m o r e essential in education than
T i h T "I "T '
a tlmmugh know edge of English? And, my dear, before one can have t i n s
thorough knowledge of English, must not a foundation be laid? You have
wise! v commenced the laying of this foundation by your philological studv of
N " n n c Preestes Tale," and I have decided that it will be well for me to
take up this same work in order that at the appointed time, we mav lie more
suitable companions for each other; and so that afterwards we may compare
notes, discuss certain interesting words, and so on.
but now, I must keep you no longer from your pleasing studv. I shall
expect to hear from you as often as before, and much concerning this subject.
1 am,
Yours lovingly,
JACK.
W
Alter a long time of silence, this poor unfortunate Senior says to herself:
1 wish 1 hadn't said anything to Jack about this English; I can't disappoint
him ; I must get to work;" and with this she picks up the questions that have
been asked on a written lesson, and gathering around her a Skeat's Etymo
logical dietionarv, an Anglo-Saxon primer, a Chaucer's Nonne Preestes Tale,
and other necessarv articles, she begins writing out the answer to the first ques
tion.
But after time enough for reading two French or German lessons has
been spent in working over the first part of this question, which is the giving
of tin different stages of development from the Anglo-Saxon to the Modern
English forms, her glance falls on the second part, "Give rule implied in each
development;" it is too much. Oh, poor Senior! She is gone, screaming at
evcrv breath. "Is there no way of escape?" First into the hall, then down
the steps, out into the yard, to the hydrant, and exhausted, back to her room.

all in five seconds.
_
In the meantime the Seniors in the lower room of
Narwe Cotage
arouse,1; and following that poor fellow student upstairs, they ^ a c h her room
Z i - * • » < *i » A « "•chauce,:s N r ef , T w
T , (v of t i H K ' to ask : "What in the world is the matter. Ethel.
in
•

\ Povre widwe somdel stope in age,
Was whylom dwelling in a Narwe Cotage.

w a s the -aim reply.

verv

much amused, reads the following

^ u w ' X l l ' t h a t ' Scmofof tie Industrial Institute and College, considered
fortunate bv some, wrote in all e a r n e s ^ e S ®'' t h i n k i n g , thinking, thinking, and
M v Dear Jack: Your letter h a ^ ™ ^ d ^ d e f i n i t e l y , when I shall
, h a v , t h ( ) U g h t of that day ^luch mu
J
Q f long, long, long, years (when
1 ) C vour wife ; and I h a v e wondered that at

I shall have finished 'The Nonne Preestes Tales'), if you and I, old and gray,
might not enter our second childhood, and be happy, as we were in the davs
gone by.
Forever yours,
Ethel.

REMINISCENSES
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few minutes ago so happy,
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it be confessed—an over-

"Girls, its eleven o'clockIrH T & Change can take Place in a minute!
must have something to eat.
starving," said Janie rushin' '
I'm simply
make candy. I have some ^ m t0' d*sturb fhe students. "Come on, let's
mediately books and paoers w!!&ar
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••Who will write a story for the Annual?"
1,rr

y r K ''

Poor Literary Editor, crving

meets. Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores Freshmen,
1 reps all are implored but in vain. And to this old lady, recalling these scenes
from the tar away past, there seems to come the echo of this half-sobbing cry,
"Will no one write a story for the Annual?"
to

c v e r >'

It tasted goo<l to

one

she

Xor was the Literary Editor the only one who had her trials.
" Margaret, what is the matter, you look worn out?"
'Oh, 1 'm just tired waiting for the President, " leplied the Business Manager
of the Annual. " I ' v e been waiting here five hours to-day—have cut four les
sons and haven't studied a minute. Yesterday I staid here three hours and
the day before"—
" Why, Margaret, what on earth is the matter? What dreadful thing has
happened to vou Seniors?"
Its all about the Annual. You know we have to make fifteen hundred
dollars to help pav for it, and we want to give a series of plays and invite the
town people to come."
" Fifteen hundred dollars! Surely you are joking?"
Joking, no indeed.
I wish I were. Its"—
Miss Smith, how are you this afternoon. Just walk into the office.
And Margaret, leaving her friend in the outer office, went at last to fight
her battle with the President.
"Bessie inv box has come. C o m e , h e l p m e get ready for the feast.
Half
h,,ur later twenty laughing girls were gathered in Bessie's room making
over the feast! and singing the praise of "mother," who had sent them
m,rn
-meh a .rand box." The fun. the jokes, such as "Narwe Cotage, in the
davs

,C"

before it was so christened had never heard of—the l a u 8 h t e r o f t h c h
• mrls all was proof of the joyous good fellowship of the girls of 06.
H,;; V ( . V ( . r Uus was not the only kind of feast this aged woman remembered.

„

in,an.

in . liny yon, on Fonrth Floor.

gathered around a feast spread m 1; e ^
,i„v ( andlc could be seen the quilts, mattresses
enough

t h a t t h e s e g i r l s 1 were

d

il)mvs

P

w h ich
ty

told plainly
- B y e and

to laugh and talk.

light;

a11 w a s a s s t i " a s d e a t h

a l a r m and soon they were as noisy as ever.
i7S

Sud-

was a

"Please hush! I just know we are going to get caught," came in an ago
nized whisper from one corner of the room. The door continued to rattle and
the girls became more and more frightened, until at last one girl could stand
the suspense no longer, so boldly marched forth to see who had discovered their
hiding place.
"Hurrah! the play is over, and everything was perfect! Come, let's cele
brate." So off they go singing the songs they loved so dearly, and first, last,
and in between the other songs came their old Sophomore favorite, "Rubber
Dolly.
The merrymaking over, the Seniors, out in the moonlight under the
cedars and oaks, strolled about arm and arm. It was the last week of school
and these were confidential talks between the comrades of four years' standing,
who were so soon to part, perhaps forever. But though this might he the last
meeting, these ties would not be forgotten; for just as to this dear old ladv
nodding and dreaming, came visions of that time, there will come to every mem
ber of that Class, memories of those far off davs, misty and dim perhaps, vet
loved always. Perhaps sweetest and surely saddest of all those memories was
that of graduation day when they stood at the entrance of a new life, dreaming
of the honors and happiness before them, until they, old and feeble and no
on&er ab,e to enjo} , and indeed no longer caring for the gaieties they once so
crav cd, should nod and dream and smile over the recollections of Senior Home.
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ahiirp anlii
The sin:set cast a hallowing glow
Over a dear old face.
.4.9 the grandmother sat; rocked to and fro;
Iu her favorite place.
I he air teas redolent with perfume,
I he spice of geranium leaves,
I he sickening breath of the heliotrope plume,
The ics inline vine on the eaves.
And in this framing of flow'rs and light
(hit on the old, back stoop,
Slh' ssit hi await the approach of night
. \nd the children's return from school.
She hummed a tune, plaintively soft,
. l.v her thoughts ivent wandering back;
. I nd the bees and birds that flitted aloft
Only carried her further away.
Her eyes grew bright; a memory dear
changing the scene for her.
She could recall another such day
Which teas past; had been years before.
That time, she was the little school-girl
Who trudged home through the dust;
And brave brother Rob had carried her pail
i'list two years between them, he'd crossed
These two, as children, ever had been
The truest of tried, staunch friends.
I nd happier playmates, there never had been,
Such only, could be such friends.
Then quickly, as she caught the sound
Of a •whistle at the gate, _
ller old eyes, there th' reality found,
Two playmates coming home Late.

tier IOILI
i/</w
. j
ima's home-coming from school.
Elizabeth Bouton, '07

iflVmn OJntxt Pniittii nf Utrht

MR. RICH A RD ELTON,

4 0 9 7 Highland Avenue,
NASHV I L L E , T E N N . , F e b r u a r y 2 8 , 1 9 0 6 .

Princeton, N. J.
My Dear Old ManHow it was raining when we landed in this place! Our
1. cries were soon over, however, for we had already been assigned homes,
and were soon there. Bob and I are together—a gloriously good thing, for
m i s e r > loves company.
But don t ever believe that we are miserable
E
p
i
p
e
a
n
e
a
s
11
°t
'
b chair, and a good fire, are enough to make two tired
g e ,. W S s u P r e m c p happy for awhile.
To-morrow the convention begins
C ,
o w n t o w o r k.
Now, Dick, old man, don't forget you are to write
n
6 ^ „ e & e n e w s ' s o please don t wait till the news is as old as the hills
, f
you tell it to me. If you do, just expect to be properly rewarded bv
Your chum,
.
T
JAMES ATKINS.

II.

has not rlia
a
Haven t I always told you that I was luckv? My fortui
U
p r e s e n t lv .see.
the RonaldCa ^ ;°
We are not the only delegates who
from the IndustrS institute' InVc'oTl ^ & M " S S 1 S S 1 P P 1 g i r l W ' a M i S S W i l l a '
taininp- hut ic
• +
1
College. She is very attractive and ente
,ha< *
entirely too
Z T B/
°b
not like her. that she

„SiiSz;:"vr,or.?th"

*>

«"«> >»

BU'
th0<1Sh
girls who laugh and talk llUheV" T
'' k e S 0,11
to her
He is tniv
1
seems very well satisfied when talkir

fount, e
Y°U C°UM 566 MlSS Wlllard"
S h e ll£
the prettiest brown eves and h ' ' C
a n - o u e v e r dreamed of.
long enouo-p so I'll it t ' '
Bob has sung to ht
girl in the house "m v°
^ S t ° P *° P * S p t tle game of monopolizing the onl
S
m
ences on the wav do-h id ° e
^ " have time to tell you of our expe
7
n h 6 r e ' S ° p r e p a r e to be talked to death by a very enthi
siastic
JAMES.
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III.
N A S H V I L L E . , T E N N . , March 2, 1906.
ick. ,,|,1 „ l a n , telegraph for Bob immediately. He is the biggest cad,
nuisance, plague, that I ever saw. Here for two days he has talked to Miss
Willar, 1 on all occasions while I stand by and see him enjoying himself. Oh,
l u > I S 111 l_<'vc, never fear about that.
>' c s
She gets prettier every day, if that
is possible. You should see her at the convention meetings. It is positively
an inspiration to be with her, she is so interested in the volunteer movement.
Il Bob were only at home ! Well, well, I suppose I must submit to the inevi
table and let him talk to her, since she seems to prefer his company. But
still, twice yesterday she seemed to want to talk to me rather than to him.
Of course lie was on hand, there is no getting rid of him—worse luck! I hope
I can talk to her awhile to-night.
The convention is great. I'll tell you about it when I see you.
Your same old pard,
JAMES.

IV.
N A S H V I L L E , T E N N . , March 3, 1906.

Dick, how can VDU say such a thing.
certainly, 1 like Miss Willard, who wouldn't?
with her. We are all going to a meeting in a
st irs' Bob is not to be there. I'll write you

In love? Of course not. Why.
At last I am to have a long talk
few minutes and thank my lucky
all about the meeting to-morrow.
JAMES.

V.
N A S H V I L L E , T E N N . , March 4.

l ,1,1 Man:
home

n.

I suppose its just as well that our time is up a n d ^

You are right. I am in love, but she

'
when 1 love her so devoted . -

be ,n

wi;h

Hn,ym<!

e l ZZ

m

Aaven'ttold her anything. What
Sometimes I'm not quite
W P ii?

i s t h C USC Wh6n S,U' a 7 '

^ " s h / i r s t £ £ and t d e — t i v e that I can't
tha, She preters him. She
q
^
h g r g n d t Q m 0 n 0 pohzc
tell what her tccl.ngs are;
ut she per
^
a g a m, but this time
all her time, so she must like him be. •
especially when I have
ini.'i'li'ri
I hate to play " muff n s a l l
W^P
|o„ S i„ i ; ,0 knock the man s h«d
^ sq ,
an

sure

^ Cwtr.-r,
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such a good time while I'm tramping out in the cold and rain trying to kill
thought. Look for me in a few days.
now on and will take all my time.

I'm glad my work will be heavy from

JAMES.

As ever yours.
VI
MRCC

„

M

N A S H V I L L E , T E N N . , March 5, 1006.

Miss M A R I E P R E S T O N ,
Columbus, Mississippi.

My Dearest Marie:—Although, dear child. I haven't had time to write to
you before now I have thought of you often since I left Columbus; and it seems
have lived a lifetime since I kissed you good-bye on Monday night.

But no

wonder, just open your eyes and read what I am about to write, but wait, who
was it who said, Men reason and reason, but women just believe?" Whoever
it was surely must have been a man. But what's the use, Marie? Here I am
when 8 1 •

keep from te]llng

something that I know will simply look horrid

^ 1 m u s t t e l 1 y° u - e v e " « it is almost incredible—incredi
ble because I Ruth Willard, whom people are in the habit of calling "so quiet,"
b]p

h

1

1S

p

6n'

mris W b '
^ i " d i f f e r e n t - " - d everything else that men dislike in
Can'vou hehp 6 1 1 ' changed suddenly- into a - o h , pshaw, Marie- 1 am m love!
1 WlSh
1 h&d y0U here'
be in love a 1 ^ V u
be m love and not have her dearest friend with her.

could not ,

w ho

k>todescnbe thls man

James Atkin^lo/ P '
canh sav for

f

1^

T'H

whe

gray eves'or firm e
But oh Marie T 1

^

' ^

he should let himself fall^

e

"^

to Whether

he

me as a

he 'could love; and I
of reasoning as to whether

tWnks of

°r

desp^rat'eN

' ^

n0t-

Tt 1S t r u e Mr' A t k i n s h a s walked

talked with me
Wlth a friend

plans for the future

whh

two or three years-

* extremely handsome, I

^ i S t h a t n l a g n e t i c P°wer of his steel
mouth, that holds my entire attention,

is with him; and when Mr A m ,. O V e
to go.
* US m ]s
H

I

He is a Mr.

l 8 0 ^ t h r O U g h a l o n S c h a in

with me two or t W e
to think that I am

- u verv little.

hlm'

&t

around his

suppose if he d o ! he h

for a girl io

has so completely changed my life?

SO 1 sha11
&S

Tt is awful

^ keen °Ut

and he t f ^ U d e n t

until I see vou to tell you all ° X J 1110
1S
before he goes he will ' a t i & \

several times, but he seems

of his, Mr. Bob Austin, who
a r o u n d . Mr. Atkins makes it convenient
him, and he told me all about his

vo,unteer

m
u
c
k

more>

and expects to go to Japan in
too, but I shall have to wait
and Marie, I feel sure

t 0 l e a v e t o -morrow,

But. dear chiM wha T ' * f " * ' ° " * * » »"t.-„cca s ,onali;.
What have 1 d»e?
I h a v e n o t t o l d y o u a t h i n g a b„„t
t8o

I

! V C S L M P ' Y hUed my letter full of Mr. Atkins. However
s h . „ , ,,
shall a ,k you to death when I get home, and tell you all about these wonderful

I

'

t h X ;. h ° n ' W e a r e C o m m S i n c o n t act everyday.
I
f
mS leaVeS"
'
° h ' y S S ' 1 w as about

shall write vou again
to forget to tell vou
™at N 7 a n ' to P'cnl two days at the Mammoth Cave before we come back to
Columbus. 1 wish that you were here to go with us.
(nvi- my love to till the girls, and "lots "for yourself, I am,
Always your devoted,
RUTH
VII.
N A S H V I L L E , T E N N ., March 5 , 1 9 0 6 .
M\ Dear Hoy: Bob left suddenly last night—was in my room to tell me
good-bye when I came from my walk, but didn't say why he was going. 1
had a >1 art talk with Miss Villard this afternoon. She seemed very ill at ease
for sm: e reason. 1 suppose it was because Bob is gone. It was certainlv hard
not to tell her of my love, but how could I treat Bob so. Look for me to-morrow.
Please I >n't tell the bovs of t h e hard luck of your best chum,
JAMES.

VIII.
N A S H V I L L E , T E N N ., March 6 , 1 9 0 6 .
Miss M A K I I P U L S I O N ,
Columbus, Miss.
M\ Dearest Marie- I am simply heartbroken, and I don't believe I can
ever be • vself again. Oh. Marie, Mr. Atkins left, and did not say one wordnot one word you know what I mean. I believe he thinks I love his friend.
Bob and naturally, being the man he is, would not take advantage of Mr. Aus
tin's a 1 M-nee
You know he left two or three days ago. Marie, I still believe
• n M r \ l k m . and I believe he really cares for me; yet, there are some things
I can't understand. and being a woman—I am a girl no longer- I dare not
reason al ait them. What conclusions I might come to!
' ' Wc are to leave
Mammoth
in the morning;
but -you must notjsk
\ ' C for
tor -M
a I I I I I I D 111 Cave
Y A V T . XXX
-*
, ,.ct back what I saw while there, for you know where my thoughts
me when
I get
win
|1 Cm
W]11 pt.
II 1
nc>i>c 1I shall
M U L L I have
N < I > ^ plenty of work to do when I do reach Columbus,
WILL 1
so

1

..

1_ J_ 1

| .iv.n't
shan't have time
time to think
of what "might have been.
think 01
Your loving, but sorrowful,

'

I NM

am

IX.
O N B O A R D " C A D I L L A C ," May 1 2 , T 9 ° 9 T +- 11 „nii all that has happened in the past leu

. — — --
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since we graduated, I've teen studying, preparing to be a missionary. Of
course, you know that it was my trip to Nashville that strengthened my deci
sion. Well, on the eighth, I sailed from New York for my work in Japan.
Nothing remarkable so far, but just wait. On the second day out whom should
I see but Miss Willard, the girl I met at Nashville and loved so devotedly.
\\ hen I saw her, I was for an instant paralyzed with joy at her presence, and
fear of what might have come between us. A minute later I had reached
her side and was stammering out something—I don't know what—making an
idiot of myself, of course. My! how pretty she looked; prettier than she did
t iree years ago, if that is possible. She seemed just a little glad to see me
and 1-1 was ldiotlc with J°yI can't tell you all about the next few davs!
except that she told me of her life for the three years since we had parted; how
she had never loved Bob and had tried to make him see it was impossible for
t° 0 so- After she graduated, she too studied to be a missionary, and
now—how cam I tell you how I rejoice over it—we are both sent to the same
station. Isnt it wonderful, marvelous? We have grown to be such good
friends since we ve been on board. I wonder if she loves me- I must find'out.
1 can t stand this uncertainty any longer.
1

May 14, 1000.
h l0V6S m6' and we are to be married as soon as we
^
ou^
The past three years are a horrible nightmare now soon to
be entirely forgotten, for Ruth loves me!
Sincerely vours,
T
n

rpap,

an

—.

+ !•
statlon-

' •

JAMES ATKINS.

X.
Miss M A R I E P R E S T O N ,

N A G O Y A , J A P A N , May 1 6 , 1 9 0 9 .

Columbus, Mississippi.
and teh you'll about my
all I can "tell vn„ ' m + ,
iov and ^1° h
Arcadia. Now

P

^
of the country. But
CadlllaC were so
'^^
of
f°r the ^untry. I believe I have reached
7

^ **•

rSt lmPressions

think that 1 don't feel the responsibility of what 1'came toTapa^for •"
ust
L
U
T
and vou are wnnHp '
I
T
'
J
remember that this is my first dav;
Atkins metTxasTte
? ^ S° hapP7? Well, do vou remember the Mr.
V°lunteer Convention m 1906?
sure vou do
But wte
"
I am
>
Urpnsed
to know that he sailed for the same
place'in Japan at the '
"f ^ *
-I d ' lo?h J T me 1 dM? The «<»nd dav after we left New York
know how lt all happened, but it must be that the fates are kind-I
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,UC t 0 face Wlth Mr- Atkins' who
'
blushing worse than a school. m l stammering out something that was not exactly intelligible, IIow<T . later I did understand something he had to say to me,' and well 1 only wish
\ on were here to be maid of honor to-morrow. I am,
hver your own loving and happy,
RUTH

TS.?

As 3U?

©itrsrlurs

Stands for Armour, in beauty the Class pride,
And who, it is certain, will be the Class bride.

B is for Bobby who poses as Fannie;
Some think that her beauty will win her a man-nie.

C is

for Caulfield, such a dear little chap;

And as for the boys, she doesn't care a snap (?)

Is for "Dont's,"—we often meet them here,
But the "Don't" of the Seniors is "Don't Dear.'

E is

for the name of the bright Emma May;

Ask the Seniors who's to be famous some day.

F 14 lor F lemming, who is sometimes called "Miss Minnie;
She 11 be the "Old Maid" of the Class, if there is
is any.

G 1 5 f °" G y t r ude,

And

G

H stands

the girl with sleepy eyes;

is for Gay, who in giggling takes the prize.

for Harvey,

our

golden-haired lass;

he only real blonde we have in the Class.
184

I

Stands for Itel, McKinstry's little "sat,"
W ho thinks there's no one so dear as her "Hat."
Is for Juniors, our wee sisters with beautiful faces,

.1

known everywhere by their smiles and winning graces.

K is tor Ivatherine, our own bonny Kate;
She 11 be a famous doctor some day, if we'll just wait.
3

n

L begins the name of the prettv girl Lena;
You've missed half vour life if you've never seen her

ra
Is for Lelia May whose last name is Shell,
The things that she may clo one can never tell.

i

4m
1

,Jt

/

M is for McKinstry, a most popular girl,
Tho it may he because she has hair that will curl.

M ;tan<ls for McNeill also, yet who knows how soon
She may change it?

Will it be the same this time next June

[VJ s for our own charming Nellie,
Who is one of the most splendid cooks;
Shi' has better success making Jelly
Than in searching for knowledge in books.
O stands for the Misses

Owen

-Susie and Pauline,

Who to be loved need but to be seen.
185
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P is for Phillips, a maid with brown eyes;
She is famed for her knowledge and her witty replies.

Is for questions and very quaint quizzes,
Which all of us hate but none of us misses.

R is for Robertson, the artist who never shirks duty (?)
And "R" is for Rainwater who signs herself "Beauty."

S is for Sullivan who plays so sweetly,
And also for Smylie who dresses so neatly.

T is Tunison, and "T" is for Ted,
Who Lula wishes would ask her to wed.

Is for Us, the Seniors one and all,
An ideal body—old and young, large and small.

Is for \ anity, of which the Seniors have none.
for a meeker (.) little Class, there's none under the sun.

Is for White, whose vanity it may be said,
Ha never been equaled by that in any other head.

"Y»» " V "

11

^ which invariably come last
Can find no expression in this memorable Class.
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c

The Wit of The Season
THROUGH THE COLLEGE
Sophomore (after her first visit to the audito
rium of the music hall): "I thought they said
there was a grand piano in the auditorium, and it
is onlv a Knabe."
Dr. Jones (to Senior on a written lesson):
" Name the bones of the forelimb."
Senior: " Femur or thigh-bone, patella or knee-cap, tibia, fibia,

tarsus.

met a tarsus and philanges.
New • • irl (reading from Hand-book the first day of school): "The bureau
of information is situated on the second floor, Main Dormitory." Looking
around her and seeing a Junior—"0, won't you tell me where the bureau of
'

1

,';;;;:V)n,u, l , amused at the mistake): " I can perhaps tell you what you

""'TUT

• I didn't want to know anything: I just wanted to know how

it looked.
ai 4

*-« ~\ • " ^ it His WRV

Look dcit wa\ .
•

Imrrv

•

<

>

.

«

,

-

I am about to prevaricate.

c h —
—
L a n g u ,,
a gs ee Te.chet
T e a c h e r (very
( v e r y ^m n^
^ r e a d t h e p a s s a g e beginn.ng
M<
appear at their best):
Aliss
,,
'! , n C •
I prefer front views, too.
187

The scenery was beautiful, especially the leaves covered with the green trees.' "
All this was unconsciously done, much to the amusement of the "Deutsche
Verein."
Senior (to I. B. C.): "I don't like pictures taken decollette."
Fellow (after depositing her money in the bank, and receiving a bank-book):
" How much does this book cost?"
Junior: "When is Zeisler coming?"
" When is what coming? What kind of a show is that?"
Teacher (to anatomy class): "Miss W„ name some important systems in
the body.
Miss W.: "The solar system is situated behind the stomach."
Freshman (on written lesson in civics): "Our first constitution was framed
m the reign of Washington, in Charleston, South Carolina."
English teacher (to I. B. C.): "What is the plural of hen?"
I. B.C.: " It is chicken. "
I. B^ C. (to Soph.): "What do Sophomores read in Latin?"
w e a r e reading Vergil, now. "
P
I. B. C.: "Who wrote Vergil; was it Homer?"
an organization?"

H ° W m U C h d ° e S Xt C ° S t t o b e a c h a r t e r

member of

Dr. Jones: "Miss L., have you an umbrella?"
Lo m, but I have a headache."
Senior (to Soph.): " 0 , j t h c m g h t
Soph, (con,emptousiv): »F m n 0

you

^

leaner

„
^

^

yesterfay

„

Miss'F° r " I H m V
" C a ° y O U w e a r a w h i t e '.liar Miss F >"
Senior- "O
7 , " " « l o "S«
» day. ••
• >or.
O, me! I can beat that; I can wear one a week."
Over the coffee cups.
^ First Senior.

Say, Allie, your hair is arranged very artistically this morn-

Second Senior: "O!

are

m,staken; !t w„t
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^

„ a„ „

•1
•

r.LI;. ShiHer.

tj

M

'

Phon°graphy lesson to-day.

'^"L

^

Sh,,Ier is11 is

I"" ,1:1';;;":,
."r; A 1 17" S°C"re
r
v. Ill Id 1 r>t atcs.

c , a e s , : A
Safe,y' haPPiP'=5S

IS9

Miss M,
»•«-.s

• ^ -« •

and posterity to the citisens of the

To you who have frowned at our blunders,
And you who have smiled at our fun;
You who've marveled so much at the wonders
W hich our minds and our fingers have done'
We leave you the fruits of our genius (?)
And trust they'll bring pleasure to you.
With sighs of relief
But no feelings of grief,
We bid you a last fond "Adieu."
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A One Price Cash Store
"Better Goods for the Same Money, or the Same Goods
for

Less Money than Any Other Store."

W selling goods is'thfoNE PRICE'"cASH^SYSTKjJi16 a*
the creditstorer Vor^e^Z
aH
cheaper than credit. We have no^ ve7h ™'F h p' ,cash b"ys goods
f
the
man
w
run a credit business and not Lose Jo
°
ho can
suppose pays these losses? The cash'nnrrl account®- Who do you
The firm that does a long time credit b^nf61" a"d th°Se that Pa>'self has to mark a broader margin of
'ess as„a Protection to itgoods than the cash store, in cfse thevThn U
* '°Wer grade of
from bad a counts they will stiU be able ?
i sustam a few losses
the year s business. Then is it rio-ht that tb°
T a good profit on
10 ^ shou,d Pa7
the unpaid debts of others ? SuoDose tb
£SC
ST a discount to a
FAVORED FEW who paycash don't v
l,
than to per cent, difference in'the e >y
^now that there is more
should be no difference in the priced J1" ^edit Prices ? If there
store from the same kind of an article hn
r bought of a credit
» the

as.

«>«y receive the same

attention

dgenis lor Warner's " Rnct pr„Af
market by us. We are sole
corsets; P.Centemeri & Co's real . American Lady and R &G
gloves i E. P. Reed's fine
shoes and Oxfords and Chas
r >
We wish to emphasize thelac^tl ata,Ul GuPrill's fine slippers
Same Mo"ey or the Same^r^ a fi?d
here "Better
than am°otl
an any other store." Get' the k fame Goods for Less Money
y o . t ro r d e r s , o , 1 , o n e p
b
y s "d
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Mississippi
Industrial Instituted College

c;

The department of Science and Literature
is comprehensive and thorough. The de
partments of Industrial and Fine Arts are
designed with a view to making Missis
sippi women self-supporting.
The location is healthful and the build
ings well equipped.
Tuition free in all departments except
that of music.
One hundred and thirty A. B. diplomas
and four hundred and sixty certificates of
proficiency issued since its organization.

#;
tf

*•/

*yJi
«*

Cost of all expenses connected with
boarding department less than ten dollars
per month to Mississippi girls.
The Normal course is complete.

» Vi
I
»•

Great demands for graduates and pro
ficients from all departments.
For catalogue or any information address the President.

New Dixie
Lyceum Bureau
Managers of 1 he Leading Plat
form

and

Musical

Celebrities

H. MOONEY, Pres.
R. A. CARSON, Sec'y

Columbus, Miss.
BUDER BROTHERS

Manufacturing Jewelers, and Makers
of
Peyton Pins
Call away-Orr Pins
Bach Pins
Class Pins and
Class Rings of
any description
made to order at
New York prices

of
Society Stationery
Wedding Invitations
Calling Cards
F!"e Correspondent Papers
ramS
and
roT°f
ancl Coat
of Arms'

Crests

Plate and 100 cards
name only, $r.so
'
Printing 100 cards $1 oo
Kodaks and Kodak
Come to see us for prices
Supplies
on other items
.
YOUNG LADIES, keep this A G i n
• «... rou *„ „yK our variety. lnd prSr 71^

of
Graduating Presents
Wedding Presents in
P 'ne Cut Glass and
Sterling Silver. The besi
stock in the State to
select from
Birthday Gifts in
J ountain pens $1.00
T,)1)^' Lockets, Chains,
Thimbles
..
= „bat «

d

BUDER BROTHERS, ^ g i i i m a i n s t r e e 1

L. B. DIVELBISS
BOOKSELLER, NEWS DEALER AND STATIONER
Subscriptions for everything taken at Publisher's Prices."
Pictures Framed
to Order. "
All College Orders Promptly Attended To

" THE BOOK EXCHANGE"
Both Telephones

409 MAIN STREET

COLUMBUS, MISS.

THE INTER-COLLEGIATE SCHOOL OF ACADEMIC COSTUME

COTRELL & LEONARD ALBANY, N. Y.
Makers of the CAPS, GOWNS and HOODS to the American Colleges
and Universities, including the Industrial Institute and College, Hillman,
Belhaven, Woman's College, Wellesley, Bryn Mawr, Mt. Holyoke liar
vard, Yale, Princeton, Cornell, Dartmouth, University of Nebraska, Stan
ford, University of the South, and the others. Bulletins, samples, etc.,
upon request.

^

*

RICH GOWNS FOR THE PULPIT AND BENCH

^

^

ESPECIAL AMD PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO COLLEGE ORDERS

YO M
&AW E A V E R
'Prescription Druggist
Drillers in Fine Chemicals, Perfumes and Druggists' Sundries
CORNER

MAIN

AND

MARKET

COLUMBUS,

Finger s K

AN]nY

ANDY
ITCHE N
D

CAN

STREETS

MISS.

The

Sweetest
ncilumbus

Place
&

—

A c T R IES OF ALL KINDS, ICE-CREAM.

AND SODAWATER, HOT COFFEE AND CHOCOLATE

.Mtrl..Fur„,.h« , . n S b .r,N.«c

Open

D.,

HAWKINS

&

(SIGN OF THE

EASTERLING
LITTLE HOUSE)

REAL ESTATE

2305 FOURTH STREET
.
S

IVIIA11
J 1 /\I\ T MISS.
MERIDIAN,

template invTsdngTneithe™; orwrft'e^
books.

Write

fofpanfculars^1"^

"

im'estment

Property is our specialty.

McCaskey Acc°™t

If

you

con-

Register" which does away with all

Do your shopping,

•

—

THE DEPARTMENT STORE

SIMON LOEB & BRO
" T H E LEADERS." COLUMBUS, MISS.

Merchandise, aX?™"1

Stdctly UP-t°'date,

and filled

with the newest and most desirable

PRICES TO SUIT ALL

BRODNAX

FILLS MAIL ORDERS CAREFUI L
I Y
aN
mt\
Y A
D
Our Mail-Order DeDT'tnient k,. u
,

thorouSh\y
organized and we believe that we
factory service and desirable eoo^ 8w y°" satl5~
u e carry
entirely different stock fur this
an
ables us to always send just whutYs nrrf6 aU tL'ls en~
It is ordered. There are nn vl. I ordered and when
anaoying
delays on orders sent us by maiT (h.VA
is illustrated with attractive w
large catalogue
the article, and wi 1 s o wv you
vnd,rect f">m
will look.
exactly how the goods
^
°

GOLD AND

SU.VEKSMITH

D R . R . S .

_

P»r Ca'taTigue"^ to'chA

satisfactory to shop from
jewelry in attractive boxes °Vn St°m rAe pack our
all ready to turn over A
You will hnd everything
credit on both you and ™ Present„and il wiM reflect
k"'™thatsatisfied customers have aivei s TnS' be
1 We
we have ever rec-iw! \v°
?t advertising that
ran
e
ever
send to piov- • atisfartnrv Af"? i^
ything we
u". so,
an>™nK fail to
do
so, we will nromntlv'
promntlv er f S H"li'd
J 1, anything
US.
P omptly
paid us.
f y refund
fend the entire amount

GEO, T. BRQDNAX, Inc,

Memphis. Tenn.

C U R R Y

SPECIALIST

Practice limited to Eye.
Ear, Nose and Throat

GLASSES

PROMPTLY

FITTED

^V*

W.

Westmoreland

dentist
COLUMBUS, MISS.

THE

Mammoth Furniture Store
Is the best and cheapest place to buy anything you need in their line.
We mention only a few of our bargains :

, im

Book Shelves and Music Racks from 90c to $2.50
Filled Screens, good colors and full size .

1.00

A Good Oak Rocker

1.00

A Better One, Cobbler Seat

1.50

Pictures, from 10 cents to

2.50

Picture frames made any size cheaper than any
where. Always glad to see students and teachers
We do all we can to please them.

.

V:

McGowan & Pegues
o. p.

BROWN

Fruits and Confections
I C E -CREAM and SODA WATER

B E S T

j N

T H E

C I T Y

YOUR ORDER APPRECIATED
•PHONE No. 50

N e w Designs in
STATIONERY
ARRIVING WITH EVERY SHIPMENT
T"i:"!

B SJ :

A r l i "'-"'

i'

and

JOHNSTON & CAINE
^ Druggists J*

COLUMBUS, MISSISSIPPI

Chapman & Mayfield

HARDWARE

DRUGGISTS

Dry Goods ^ Notions

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
1 1 7

IRION & COMPANY
FA^TS,CANDIESand

FANCY

GROCEBIP,

'PHONE 169
Ca" on us and get a sample of our

gQod

^

South

Market

Street

' h e S h e r r o d H a r d w a r e Co.
Dealers in, Wholesale and Retail

HARDWARE, BUiLDINfi MATERIAL
Agricultural
Implements, Guns,
Ammunition, Etc

•08-110

NORTH

MARKET

STREET

*

